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Abstract

This thesis presents the novel design of an ambidextrous robot arm that offers

double range of motion as compared to dexterous arms. The proposed arm is

unique in terms of design (ambidextrous feature), actuation (use of two different

actuators simultaneously: Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (PAM) & Electric Motor)) and

control (combined use of Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) with Neural Network

(NN) for the hand and modified Multiple Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System

(MANFIS) controller for the arm). The primary challenge of the project was to

achieve ambidextrous behavior of the arm. Thus, a feasibility analysis was carried out

to evaluate possible mechanical designs. The secondary aim was to deal with control

issues associated with the ambidextrous design. Due to the ambidextrous nature of

the design, the stability of such a device becomes a challenging task. Conventional

controllers and artificial intelligence-based controllers were explored to find the most

suitable one. Performances of all these controllers have been compared through

experiments, and combined use of PID with NN was found to be the most accurate

controller to drive the ambidextrous robot hand. In terms of ambidextrous robot

arm control, a solution based on forward kinematic and inverse kinematic approach

is presented, and results are verified using the derived equation in MATLAB. Since

solving inverse kinematics analytically is difficult, Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference

system (ANFIS) is developed using ANFIS MATLAB toolbox. When generic ANFIS

failed to produce satisfactory results, modified MANFIS is proposed. The efficiency

of the ambidextrous arm has been tested by comparing its performance with a

conventional robot arm. The results obtained from experiments proved the efficiency

of the ambidextrous arm when compared with a conventional arm in terms of power

consumption and stability.
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The world is overwhelmed with incredible advances in engineering. Nearly all scientific

disciplines including biomedical, art and engineering are seemed to be inspired by

nature itself. These advancements have resulted in the production of many robots

that are currently being used across various industries [1, 2]. The use of robots

not only allows more productivity and safety at the workplace but also saves time

and money. The history of robot development goes back to the ancient world [3].

Evolution of robot development started from a simple robot design idea and reached

today at a point where most complicated and risky tasks are being handled by

robots [4]. A robot arm plays an important role in determining a robot’s capability

as most of the tasks require some kind of end-effector to complete the task. The

adroitness of the human hand to perform complicated operations has resulted in high

demand across various industries. Literature reveals much work already completed

on the design and control of robotic hands [5–7]. Robotic hands that can offer

clever manipulating, grasping, lifting and sense of different objects have always been

highly desirable in industry due to their wide scope in many applications such as

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 1.1. Introduction

teleoperation, mobile robotics, industrial robots and biomedical robotics [8, 9]. This

thesis relates to the design, development, modelling and control of the ambidextrous

robot arm.

The ambidextrous arm that offers five Degrees of Freedom (DOF) is controlled using

five servo motors and the system as a whole offers a unique combination where half of

the system is actuated using pneumatic muscles and the rest with servo motors. The

ambidextrous robot arm is interlinked with the modified version of pre-developed

ambidextrous robot hand. The five finger ambidextrous robot hand offers a total

of 14 DOF and it can bend its fingers in both ways left side and right side offering

full ambidextrous functionality by using only twenty PAMs. Pneumatic systems are

being widely used in many domestic, industrial and robotic applications due to their

advantages such as structural flexibility, simplicity, reliability, safety and elasticity. A

block diagram of how the ambidextrous robot arm project works is shown in Figure

1.1. To start a task, a user command is given to the Arduino unit. This command is

checked internally if it meets the basic requirements of the system such as range of

motion. Then, depending on the nature of the task, the robotic arm makes a move.

Sensors incorporated on the ambidextrous robot arm provide valuable feedback and

the system makes auto adjustments accordingly to complete the task efficiently in

the shortest possible time.

Furthermore, a method for finding a neuro-fuzzy based solution to the inverse

kinematics problem of the ambidextrous robot arm is investigated. For this purpose,

the case of the ambidextrous robot arm is considered, for which computer simulation

is performed in order to outline the effectiveness of the approach. By transforming

the inverse kinematics problem to a fitting problem, the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy

Inference System (ANFIS) is trained using the inverse mapping of the data provided

by the forward kinematics and learns, with acceptable accuracy, the end-effector’s

localization to joint angles mapping.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the project.

1.2 Problem Description and Motivation

Ambidextrous design offers greater flexibility in terms of the range of motion, power

consumption and efficient use of time to complete a specific task. Systems that meet

this criterion are in huge demand as they can not only save cost but also make the

whole process more efficient. The ambidextrous robot arm is designed to increase the

mechanical possibilities of an anthropomorphic arm. By combining the movements

of the right and left arm, the ambidextrous robot arm can produce gestures that are

impossible for a human counterpart.

The ambidextrous nature of the project make it appreciable from an artistic point of

view too as the system attempts to break the physical constraints defined by Mother

Nature. In addition to its artistic purpose, the ambidextrous robot arm can be used
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in a situation where it is dangerous for humans to work such as in a radioactive

environment, space exploration and dangerous situations. In the biomedical area

use of such a unique mechanical model may be useful to overcome phantom limb

pain experienced by amputees. Hand gesture recognition or electromyography is

employed to offer users video feedback. An amputee can also use an exoskeleton

glove for a better experience.

In the past, robotic systems were actuated using either pneumatic muscles, servo

motors or hydraulic systems. The ambidextrous approach offers a unique set up where

a hand is controlled using Festo PAM and the rest of the arm structure is actuated

using servo motors. Control of such a unique actuation system is challenging task.

So, to overcome this issue, a modified MANFIS controller is proposed. This thesis is

focused on presenting the novel design structure of a robotic arm with ambidexterity,

a unique actuation system (that employs PAMs to drive the ambidextrous robot

hand and servo motors to control the robot arm respectively) and control of such a

complex system using an artificial intelligence based method.

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Thesis

The project aimed to design, develop and control an ambidextrous robotic arm

system that was partially actuated by PAMs and servo motors. The critical part of

the design process was breaking the physical constraints attached to each joint of a

human arm and finding a controller that could be used to control such a device with

an ambidextrous design.

In order to achieve this goal, a feasibility analysis was conducted to see if there was

a possibility of breaking Mother Nature constraints on the human arm. As a result,

many solutions were considered before finding a simple prototype that confirms the

possibility of such a mechanical structure. A comprehensive design-flowchart was

followed to move from prototype to the final ambidextrous robotic arm structure.
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Furthermore, a Neural Network (NN) based controller was tested first on the ambidex-

trous robotic hand. Then, the NN controller was compared with the conventional

controllers (Proportional Integral Derivative (PID), Bang-bang, Backstepping Con-

trol (BSC)). The ambidextrous robotic arm was designed and interlinked with the

predesigned modified version of the ambidextrous robot hand. Control of such a de-

vice is a significant challenge in the robotics field. An attempt was made to overcome

this challenge by first calculating forward and inverse kinematic problems of the arm

and then exploring control using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)

based techniques. Finally, a controller that managed to control the ambidextrous

structure satisfactorily was proposed.

1.4 Research Contributions

The ambidextrous robot arm project presented in this thesis brings several contribu-

tions to science:

• The main contribution of the thesis is to successfully design and implement

an ambidextrous robot arm that offers double range of motion in most of

the joints than its counterpart (dexterous robotic arms or human arm). The

ambidextrous feature itself is unique in the robotics field and does not exist in

the literature. This is the first time an ambidextrous robot arm of this nature

has ever been designed and implemented.

• The proposed actuator system is unlike any other robotic arm actuator system;

it allows the user to control the robot arm through the combined use of PAM

and servo motors. The originality of the project is further confirmed by looking

at the unique settings of actuators used in this project. In robotics, it is not a

common practice to use PAMs as actuators due to PAMs feature of nonlinear

effects, slow response time and time-varying parameters. Five servo motors

actuate the ambidextrous robot arm, and twenty PAMs drive the ambidextrous
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robot hand. So far, none of the robotic systems found in literature deployed

such a combined actuation concept to drive the robot arm.

• Control of ambidextrous robot hand: Control of devices with ambidexterity

feature is an extremely challenging task. NNs controller is tested on a uniquely

designed ambidextrous robot hand and the best controller (combined use of

PID with NN) has been identified.

• Control of ambidextrous robot arm: Since the design of the ambidextrous

robot arm is unique, none of the controllers found in literature proved useful

in controlling the ambidextrous robot arm, so the focus was diverted to find a

solution from the range of artificial intelligence based controllers. After careful

consideration and testing, a modified MANFIS controller was proposed and

extensive guidance related to the setting of the controller was issued for a

future researcher who wishes to control devices with an ambidextrous feature.

1.5 Organisation of the Dissertation

• Chapter 1 introduces the topic, describes the problem and research motivations.

The aim of the thesis and how this aim is accomplished through research work

is presented briefly. Furthermore, research contributions made to the science

are outlined explicitly and an organisation of each chapter is given at the end

of the chapter.

• Chapter 2 is divided into three parts: 2.1 Review of Existing Robotic Hands,

2.2 Review of Existing Robotic Arms and 2.3 System Architecture for the

Robot Arm. It starts with an overview of the literature on the great robotic

hand inventions. All these inventions are discussed from control, grasping,

sensing and actuation point of view. The literature review is further extended

to cover robotic arm designs in detail. Since no ambidextrous robot arm is
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found in literature, a gap in the market is identified. Numbers of robotic arms

are compared (from design to control point of view) to find out the efficiency

of each system and how a future robotic arm (autonomous ambidextrous robot

arm) can stand out in terms of design. A trend in improving existing designs

of robot arm is noted, but none of them considered a novel structure such as

the ambidextrous robot arm that is proposed in this thesis. Justification of

equipment used in this project are given at the end of the chapter.

• Chapter 3 gives the reader detailed steps that are involved in designing the

ambidextrous robot arm. It starts by defining a base for the ambidextrous

robot hand and then moves to the ambidextrous robot arm.

• Chapter 4 presents the control element of the project. First, in regards to am-

bidextrous robot hand control, the number of conventional controllers such as

PID, Bang-bang, BSC and NN is tested to find the most suitable one. PID com-

bined with NN is found to be the best choice for the ambidextrous robot hand.

Furthermore, in regards to ambidextrous robot arm control, inverse kinematics

and forward kinematics problems are discussed in detail. Since the inverse

kinematic problem is a complicated task to compute, artificial intelligence

based methods are explored. An Artificial Intelligenc (AI) based controller

such as modified MANFIS is found to be the best fit for the ambidextrous

robot arm.

• Chapter 5 outlines the key findings of the project. Lessons learnt from various

experiments, and key recommendations for further research are made.
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1.6 Publications

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

• Mukhtar, M., Akyürek, E., Kalganova, T., Nicolas, L., "Neural Network based

Control Method Implemented on Ambidextrous Robot Hand". International

Journal of Automation and Smart Technology, AUSMT, 7(1): pp.27-32, 2017.

ISSN: 2223-9766 doi: 10.5875/ausmt.v7i1.1171

This journal paper covers contribution of neural network based controller

discussed in section 4.1.2 Implementation of Neural Network Based Controller

of this thesis.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

• Mukhtar, M., Akyürek, E., Kalganova, T., Nicolas, L., "Control of 3D printed

ambidextrous robot hand actuated by PAMs". 2015 SAI Intelligent Sys-

tems Conference (IntelliSys), London, 2015, pp.290-300. DOI: 10.1109/In-

telliSys.2015.7361158

This conference paper covers control section presented in section 4.1.1 Compar-

ison of Conventional Controller of this thesis

BOOK CHAPTER

• Mukhtar, M., Akyürek, E., Kalganova, T., Nicolas, L., "Implementation of

PID, Bang–Bang and Backstepping Controllers on 3D Printed Ambidextrous

Robot Hand". In: Bi Y., Kapoor S., Bhatia R. (eds) Intelligent Systems and

Applications, Studies in Computational Intelligence 650, chapter 9, Springer

International Publishing Switzerland, eBook ISBN: 978-3-319-333861; DOI:

10.1007/978-3-319-33386-1 (2016).
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This book chapter covers the control section presented in 4.1.1 Comparison of

Conventionl Controller.
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Literature Review

The aim of this literature review chapter is to summaries the notable triumphant

robotic manipulators/arms and compile the references of existing work in the area of

the robotics broadly related to the mechanical design and control strategies. Before,

reviewing the challenges and futuristic implications of the development of these

structures. A brief review of robotic hands is presented in section 2.1 and robotic

arms is presented in section 2.2. This chapter helps to find gaps and discuss the

possibility of contributions to science. Project requirements and choice of components

used to build this project are also discussed in great detail in section 2.3

2.1 Review of Existing Robotic Hands

The Human Hand (HH) has a complicated structure, and it is the key part of the

human body. Since mimicking HH involves a high level of complexity, previous

attempts were mainly focused on meeting specific purposes [10]. For instance, a

five-fingered robotic hand also known as Belgrade/USC Hand [11] was built to offer

better-grasping ability and is capable of autonomous adaption. Similarly, a UMDH
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hand 1 [12] is intended to function as a general-purpose research tool for the study

of machine dexterity and teleportation systems. The term ‘teleportation’ in robotics

means the possibility of being somewhere when you are physically not there. For

instance Shadow Robot Company made the world’s first haptic telerobot hand that

allows users to feel and complete a task without being there. Similarly, Ava 2 Robotics

has built a robot that allow users to interact in an environment where the user is

not physically present. A five-finger Robonaut hand was developed by NASA [13] to

meet the requirements of extravehicular activities. DLR Hand I and DLR hand II

were designed with an aim to be used with a variety of arms. Many robotic hands

and their key features are listed in Table 2.1.

In the late 1990s, some three-fingered hands and four-fingered hands [14–16] were

introduced. Caffaz et al. developed four fingered with 12 degrees of freedom tendon

driven named DIST hand in 1997 [17] and later MAC hand an upgrade of DIST that

included tactile sensors [18]. A trend of five-fingered hands started in the last two

decades, and now almost all robotic hands offer five fingers [19, 20]. Some of the key

developments include novel solutions [21] for hand prostheses by a research group

at the University of Pisa [22], ACT Hand developed at Carnegie Mellon University

to study the behaviour of the hand and for surgical tests [23] and a unique design

offered by Research Centre of Karlsruhe that follows exactly HH measurements in

terms of link length and number of fingers and is well suited for grasping tasks [24].

A multi-finger hand system with quick finger motion of 180◦ per 0.1 s along with

high-speed visual feedback at a rate of 1 kHz is proposed in [25] to catch falling balls.

In [26], a bio-mechatronic approach to design an anthropomorphic artificial hand

that is able to mimic the natural motion of the human fingers is proposed.

1UMDH is a dexterous hand deveoped by UTAH (The University of Utah) and MIT (Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology) institute.

2Ava is a telepresence robot that combines autonomous mobility with high-definition video
conferencing devloped by Ava Robotics.
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It is worth mentioning some of the most amazing prototypes built in recent years

for instance the design concept of the ambidextrous robot hand [27] and a semi-

autonomous anthropomorphic robotic hand developed by Computerized Tomography

(CT) technologies that mimic the range of movements, flexibility and sensitivity just

like HH [28]. A prototype of a multi-fingered robotic hand named GUH14 has been

developed by the University of Calabria and the University of Girona that is to be used

underwater for grasping and manipulation operations in a submarine environment

[29]. A new mechanism named "twist drive" is introduced in [30] to drive joints of

a prototype of the five-fingered robotic hand. A prototype of Three-dimensional

(3D) printed open Bionic hand won a Dyson Award for super-fast manufacturing and

presenting cost-effective solution [31]. Moley Robotics has created the World’s first

fully-automated and intelligent cooking robot hand/arm [32]. In the past two decades’

several other hands have been proposed, for example the Sven hand, the MARCUS,

the Soft hand and the KNU hand [33–35]. The mechanical design and manipulation

aspect of the MANUS-HAND is discussed in [36]. A novel robot hand prototype

designed with the purpose of being robust and easy to control as an industrial gripper

called Pisa/IIT soft hand is introduced in [37]. A prototype called the FRH-4 hand

was developed based on a new hybrid concept of an anthropomorphic five-fingered

hand and a three jaw robotic gripper [38]. A prototype of a direct-driven optimised

and light-mass hand exoskeleton named HEXOSYS II is presented in [39].

The review of existing hands reveals that the ambidextrous hand concept has already

been introduced by Dr Emre [40]. Since, ambidextrous mechanical design already

exists in the literature, the focus of the presented work was to improve the existing

design (see section 3.1 for detailed steps followed to improve the existing pre-developed

hand) and to find a better controller than what had already been tried [41].
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2.1.1 Robot Hand Control

Research on multi-fingered robotic hands started in the 1960s. Thus, many survey

papers [42–44] and books [45–47] on multi-fingered robotic hands can be found in

literature. Detailed attention to the control aspect is paid by researchers and as a

result many control algorithms have been proposed [48–54]. Although numerous

control schemes have been developed for the control of robot hands, PID control

remains one of the preferred approaches in different practical robotic systems [55].

The main reason is the intuitiveness in concept and simplicity in the design of the PID

control structure. PID control offering the simplest and yet most efficient solution

to many real-world robotic control problems. Nevertheless, the use of a classical

PID control scheme has at least two key limitations for robotic systems. First, since

the feedback gains of a classical PID controller are typically constant, the overall

performance of the closed-loop system might be sub-optimal in case of dynamical

uncertainties or external perturbations. To solve this issue, different approaches were

developed to achieve the automatic tuning of PID gains, like genetic algorithm, fuzzy

logic, NN or particle swarm optimisation [56–58]. Second, stability has always been

a great concern with PID control in robotic systems, since un-modeled dynamics or

disturbances are prone to drive the system out of its designed stability.

This section mainly focuses on finding a possible gap to control the ambidextrous robot

hand. Number of conventional controllers have already been tested on the existing

ambidextrous robot hand namely PPSC, Bang-bang, SMC, PID and BSC [40, 41]. It

is difficult for the traditional controllers to control an ambidextrous hand because of

the complexity parameters and nonlinear characteristics. In order to overcome this

issue, conventional controller could be combined with Artificial intelligence based

controller to achieve better results. Therefore, a Neural Network PID controller

is proposed in order to improve the system performance and its robustness. The

NN technique is applied to compensate for the effect of the uncertainties of the
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robot model. Recently, neural network technology has attracted much attention in

the design of robot controllers. It has been pointed out that multi-layered neural

networks can be used for the approximation of any nonlinear function. Other

advantages of neural networks often cited are parallel distributed structure, and

learning ability. They make artificial intelligence technology attractive not only in

application areas such as pattern recognition, information and graphics processing,

but also in intelligent control of nonlinear and complicated systems such as robot

manipulators [59].

It was noted that only four out of five fingers of the ambidextrous hand were used

to provide sensory feedback. To obtain realistic results, sensors on all five fingers

should be incorporated. Therefore, force sensors was chosen to be placed on each

finger of the hand and data is collected from all the sensors to.

2.1.2 Applications of Robotic Hands

A wide variety of robots have been produced over the years, and a considerable amount

of success has been recorded. Successive United Nations Economic Commission for

Europe (UNECE)/International Federation of Robotics (IFR) reports, [60] have

suggested that there is an important future market for robotic systems. Robots

can be useful tools in many industries. For instance, using application robots to

automate production lines is an easy way to save time and money. Industrial robots

also reduce waste and produce high-quality products with continuous precision.

An anthropomorphic robot hand aimed at practical use for broad service robot

applications is proposed in [9].

Robotic hands along with robotic arms are widely employed in many industries.

Each industrial robot application requires a unique end of arm tooling, specific reach,

payload, and flexibility. They are being used in everyday tasks such as assembly,

drilling, pick and place, sanding, appliance automation, milling, bomb disposal, and
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working with hazardous chemicals. The HH is one of the universal tools in nature. It

is no wonder that researchers are eager to apply the advantages of this evolutionary

design to a new generation of robotic hands. The German Aerospace Centre (DLR

hand), in cooperation with the Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT), has already

developed a robotic hand similar to a HH with the aid of miniature actuators and

high-performance bus technology [61].

The automotive industry is one of the very few industries that saw the opportunity

to use robotic arms as these days production lines need to be more efficient, flexible

and precise. The idea of collaborative robots has also been proven effective when in

the Chinese automotive plant, Great Wall Motors (GWM), the welding lines became

the most productive lines ever made with 27 ABB robots working at 30 different

workstations, collaboration happening between handling robots and welding robots

[62]. The applications and requirements of industrial robots in meat processing are

widely discussed in [63]. It is readily apparent that a more dexterous and practical

robot hand will be needed both for use in space and for commercial applications.

Robotic hand development for both space missions on the International Space Station

and commercial applications on the ground is reported in [64]. Key features of robotic

hands driven by PAM found in the literature are listed in Table 2.1.

2.1.3 Challenges and Future Implications

Literature reveals many attempts made since the late 1970s to design robotic hands

that can mimic the HH precisely or better than a HH either in range of movement

or speed [27]. There is no argument on the progress and advances made since the

introduction of the first robotic manipulator in 1960s, but still, there are issues that

need to be addressed in almost all the areas being researched. Initially, robots were

used as a gripper to lift heavy objects then its applications expanded from industrial

use to interactions with humans. Almost all researchers used the HH hand as a

standard to meet the goal of a perfect hand aiming to match properties namely
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Table 2.1: Key features of robotic hands driven by PAM.

Name of Robot
Hand

Year No of
acta-
tors

Type of actua-
tors

Fingers DOF Range
of
Motion

Utah/MIT [12] 1985 16 Pneumatic mus-
cles

4 16 < HH

Tokyo Hand [65] 1999 16 Pneumatic mus-
cles

5 12 N/A

J. Sancho-Bru et
al. [66]

2001 25 Pneumatic mus-
cles

4 20 < HH

D. Wilkinson et
al. [67]

2003 31 Pneumatic mus-
cles

5 20 HH

The ExoHand
[68]

2012 26 Pneumatic mus-
cles

5 20 HH

Exisiting Am-
bidextrous hand
[27]

2015 18 Pneumatic mus-
cles

5 13 2*HH

Proposed Am-
bidextrous Hand

2018 20 Pneumatic mus-
cles

5 14 2*HH

dexterity, anthropomorphic appearance, manipulability and control HH possesses.

The journey of development passed through a phase of a three-fingered robots to

four-fingered, and now almost all robotic hands developed these days are five-fingered.

Since the number of fingers increased, the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) has

also increased. It is noted from the literature review that the number of actuators in

most cases stayed similar to the DOF offered by the system but there were notable

attempts for designing underactuated hands [69]. For instance, the Barret hand that

offered 8 DOF by using 4 actuators, the Tuat/ Karlsruhe hand that remarkably

offered 20 DOF using only 1 actuator and G. Stellin et al. [70] offering 20 DOF

with only 9 actuators. In the case of robotic hands driven by PAMs, the number of

actuators has always stayed double the DOF except the ambidextrous robot hand

developed at Brunel University London in 2015 that has 13 DOF and 18 PAMs.
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2.2 Review of Existing Robotic Arms

The term robot comes from the Czech word robota. Mainly, there are two types

of robots: industrial robots and service robots. Industrial robots are on the verge

of revolutionising the manufacturing industry as they are relatively safer, reliable

and incredibly cost-effective compared to a human workforce. Robots are currently

being employed in various industrial roles. For instance, the use of robotic arms

in the manufacturing industry to move heavy parts from point A to point B and

attempting hazardous tasks in the chemical industry.

Numbers of robotic arms have been developed in the past few decades to offer

solutions to industry and humankind [71]. In 1495, Da Vinci designed a 4 DOF wrist

articulated robotic arm, Von Kemplen then presented an arm that plays chess. His

work was focused on the industrial robot arm that was later evolved into the PUMA

arm [72]. In 1963, the Rancho arm was presented. Minsky’s Tentacle arm appeared

in 1968, Stanford University developed a computer-controlled robot arm in 1973 and

MIT’s Silver arm appeared in 1974. The Edinburg Modular Arm system comprises

powerful motors offering 2 DOF (flexion and extension of the elbow) and similar

articulation for shoulder [73]. Other arms include the DLR lightweight robot III

developed in 2003, KUKA robot arm LBR iiwa in 2013, Robonaut arm by NASA [74],

Elu2-arm by ELumotion Ltd, Kinova 6 DOF robotic arm with unlimited rotation on

each axis [75]. The Delft robot arm developed by TU Delft University of Technology

is a low power and low mass safe manipulator offering 4 DOF. The Delft arm won

the Amazon Picking challenge in 2016 [76]. The OpenArm v.2.0 is a low cost 7 DOF

robotic arm that is actuated by servo motors. This arm is made keeping human

safety in mind and comes with a teleoperation control scheme [77]. The WAM arm

developed in 2010 by Barret Technology is highly dexterous. It is known as the most

advanced robotic arm in the world by Guinness World Record Millennium Edition.

It is available in two main configuration, 4 DOF and 7 DOF. Some of the highlighted
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features the WAM arm offers include Teach and Play, Force Control and gravity

compensation [78].

RE2 3 offers innovative end effectors ranging from small to large arms. Their most

famous product is a highly dexterous manipulation system (HDMS) capable of doing

complicated manipulation tasks. The arm itself is highly dexterous, efficient and

affordable [79]. More than two decades of experience make SCHUNK 4 one of the

most important developers of manipulator and gripper systems. The SVH five-finger

gripper hand is designed for higher productivity in service robot applications [80]. ST

robotics developed an R12 collaborative robot arm and an R17 robot arm. Both arms

are low cost five axis articulated using servos. The R12 arm offers fast performance

for the price [81]. KUKA arm offers tailor-made automation solution for the industry.

They have a wide range of products that suit industry needs. KUKA KR1000 titan

is one of the powerful robots built for heavy loads. These six-axis robots move

heavy parts safely and precisely [82]. Bionic arm developed by a Bristol startup

company called open Bionics released a new range of "hero arms" that could be

fitted to patients from nine years old to an adult of any age. It is the World’s first

medically certified 3D printed arm and costing around £10,000 is considered one

of the cheapest on the market [83]. The Artificial Muscle Operated (AMO) arm

developed by Ryerson University is controlled by brain signals. The AMO arm

enables amputees to avoid invasive surgeries. It is controlled by the user’s brain

signals and powered by a pneumatic system [84].

Although, it was noted from the literature that ambidextrous concept has been picked

up some interest in recent times as discussed in section 2.4 Chapter Summary but

none of the robot arms discussed is capable of ambidextrous movement as proposed in

this research. The aim was to propose an ambidextrous robot arm design that could

3RE2 Robotics empowers humans to do their job faster, safer, and better using autonomy of
human-like robotic arms.

4SCHUNKWith 2550 grippers, SCHUNK brand offers the most comprehensive range of standard
gripping components on the market.
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offer much greater range of movements and stability than a conventional arm. Main

application of the proposed ambidextrous robot arm lies in industries those employ

robotic arms to do various tasks. This is because the ambidextrous arm is expected

to save cost in terms of power consumption when compared with conventional arm.

2.2.1 Mechanical Design of the Robot Arm

Robotic arms are composed of links that are interconnected by joints to form a

kinematic chain. In robotics, mainly two types of joints are used: revolute and

prismatic. There are three joints in a typical arm; shoulder joint offering 3 DOF

(Pitch, Yaw and Roll). Usually, this joint has the broadest range of motion. The

elbow with 2 DOF provide flexion and pronation/supination. The wrist joint offers 2

DOF (flexion/extension and radial/ulnar bend).

Figure 2.1: Types of robot arms.
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From the literature, it is apparent that most of the researchers used one of the types

of robot arm shown in Figure 2.1. Since none of the robot arm designs found in the

literature challenged the breaking of human arm limits, this research will look into

this aspect if an ambidextrous design could be feasible. The most popular types of

robots with arms are cartesian robot, cylindrical robot, spherical robot, Selective

Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) robot, articulated robot and parallel

robot.

• Cartesian robot / Gantry robot: Robot arms that have three prismatic joints

and axes are coincident with Cartesian coordinates. These types of robots can

be used for handling machine tools and arc welding.

• Cylindrical robot: This type of robot’s axes form a cylindrical coordinate

system. They are mainly used for assembly operations.

• Spherical robot / Polar robot: When axes form a polar coordinate system,

then they are classified as polar or spherical robots.

• SCARA robot: This type of robot features two parallel rotary joints to provide

compliance in a plane.

• Articulated robot: A robot whose arm has at least three rotary joints is called

an articulated robot.

• Parallel robot: A robot that has concurrent prismatic or rotary joints in the

arm is called a parallel robot.

• Anthropomorphic robot: If the robot arm resembles a human arm then it is

classified as an anthropomorphic robot.

There are many different parameters used to compare robotic arms. Some of the

key ones are speed, payload, bandwidth, compliance, human safety and cost. The

nature of the tasks required from a robotic arm lay down the basis of its design.
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Table 2.2: Advantages and disadvantages of using different robot arm as a base.

Type of Arms Joint Types Advantages Disadvantages
Cartesian • Prismatic Waist • Easy to visualise • Reach only to

front and back
X: base travel • Prismatic Shoul-

der
• Rigid structure • Requires a large

floor space
Y: height • Prismatic Elbow • Easy off-line pro-

gramming
• Axes are hard to
seal

Z: reach • Easy mechanical
stops

• Expensive

Cylindrical • Revolute Waist • Can reach all
around

• Cannot reach
above itself

Θ: base rotation • Prismatic Shoul-
der

• Rigid Y, Z-axes • Less rigid θ-axis

Φ: height • Prismatic elbow • θ- axis easy to
seal

• y-z-axes hard
to seal

Z: reach • Will not reach
around obstacles
• Horizontal mo-
tion is circular

Spherical • Revolute waist • Can reach all
around

• Cannot reach
above itself

Θ: base rotation • Revolute shoul-
der

• Can reach above
or below obstacles

• Short vertical
reach

Φ: elevation angle • Prismatic elbow • Large work vol-
ume

Z: reach
Articulated • Revolute waist • Can reach above

or below obstacles
• Difficult to pro-
gram off-line

Θ: base rotation • Revolute shoul-
der

• Largest work
area for least floor
space

Two of more ways
to reach a point

Φ: elevation angle • Revolute elbow • Most complex
robot

Ψ: reach angle
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For instance for grasping and manipulation, high repeatability, maximum payload

requirement (the maximum mass a robot arm can lift) and a low backlash are

important. A factor of human safety is only considered if the robot has to interact

in an environment where humans work too. Table 2.2 lists the advantages and

disadvantage of using different types of robot arms in research.

Table 2.3: Low cost educational robotic arms.

Name DOF Payload (g) Height

(mm)

Control

System

Approx.

Price (£)

Arm

trainer

5 130 510 Motor

board

70

AL5D 6 110 482.6 RIOS 305

Edubot100 5 100 350 Robotica 1285

RCS-6 kit 6 50 609.6 C++ 455

SG6-UT 6 403 495.3 PBASIC 455
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Table 2.4: Low cost industrial robotic arms.

Company

Name

DOF Payload (kg) Height

(mm)

Control

System

Approx.

Price (£)

ABB 6 3 580 IRB120 17000

KUKA 6 5 680 KR 5

SIXX

R650

20000

Mitsubishi 6 1.5 418 RV-1-A-

S11

17000

Adept 6 5 653 Viper S650 27000

Motoman 6 185 15015 SP 185R 20000

Epson 6 1 600 C3-A601S 25000

Staubli 6 2.3 515 TX40 20000

Kawasaki 4 arm 2 kg/arm 495.3 Dual arm

SCARA

20000
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Table 2.5: Research orientated robotic arms.

Name DOF Payload (kg) Height

(mm)

Mass

(kg)

Controller

Nero

Arm 3.1

6 0.75 600 5 PID Con-

troller

Katana

450

6 0.4 517 4.8 RT Linux

UR-6-85 6 5 850 18 C based

controller

Ambi-

dextrous

Arm

(Pro-

posed)

5 1.12 609.6 2.3 Modified

MANFIS

Controller

Table 2.6: Modular light weight arms.

Name DOF Payload (kg) Height

(mm)

Weight

(kg)

Controller

Robotnik

Modular

5-7 9 400-1300 19 C++

Kuka

Light

Weight

7 7 868 15 KRC 2 lr

Controller

Robotic arms found in the literature can be categorised in one of four classes: Low-

cost educational arms (suitable to test simple joint control and manipulation tasks),

Low cost industrial arms (offering high precision and robustness but controllers
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are generally not open source making it a poor choice to investigate different con-

figurations), Research oriented arms (suitable for research purposes and may not

able to simulate real-world industrial applications), and Modular light-weight arms

(suitable for industrial and domestic use but the price is significantly higher [85].

Tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 compare the key features of the arms available in each

class. Therefore, from a researcher’s point of view selecting an appropriate arm

design and controller is an important decision. It is apparent from the literature

that most advanced robotic arms were developed either by big companies or their

collaborative labs based at different universities. These advanced robotic arms are

currently being used in various robotics labs to investigate novel applications and

intelligent control designs. None of these arms considered the ambidextrous design

and modified MANFIS controller as proposed in this thesis.

2.2.2 Comparison of Ambidextrous Robot Arm with Simi-

lar Arms

A set of requirements was chosen as shown in Tables 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. to ensure

the proposed arm meet the set criteria. There were various factors kept in mind

while designing the arm such as making sure the ambidextrous robot arm was fully

compliant in terms of human safety, a maximum speed of at least 1.0 m/s and

payload of at least 1.12 kg. Tables 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 list some of the robot arms that

were used as a basic guideline to design the ambidextrous arm. In the next coming

tables term 5th percentile and 95th percentile means 95 percent of the time data

points are below that value and 5 percent of the time they are above that specific

value.
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Table 2.7: Comparison of shoulder movements.

Movement
Shoulder

rotation

Shoulder

flexion

Shoulder

abduction

5th% 95th% 5th% 95th% 5th% 95th%

Human Arm 360◦ 222◦ 204◦ 294◦ 173◦ 188◦

Requirements to be ambidextrous 360◦ 270◦ 270◦

Robotic arm by Onur Bas [86] 0◦ 360◦ 180◦

Robotic arm by Luis Orejel [87] 0◦ 0◦ 250◦

Simple robotic arm-Airbrush [88] 0◦ 360◦ 120◦

Robot Arm for Airbrushing [89] 0◦ 360◦ 180◦

Table 2.7 shows none of the arms offers 360◦ shoulder rotation so there is a gap

that could be filled by designing the ambidextrous arm in such a way that it offers

complete shoulder rotation. The ambidextrous robot arm should also be able to

make 360◦ shoulder abduction by coupling the other two joints. Table 2.8 clearly

shows that improvement can be made at forearm pronation/supination as other

arms usually do not offer this movement. It is possible for the ambidextrous robot

arm to make wrist radial/ulnar bend just like other arms listed in Table 2.9, the

ambidextrous arm can also make a 360◦ rotation and by coupling two other joints

can offer wrist radial/ulnar bend.
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Table 2.8: Comparison of elbow movements.

Movement
Elbow Flex-

ion

Forearm

Pronation

5th% 95th% 5th% 95th%

Human Arm 110◦ 129◦ 162◦ 242◦

Requirements to be ambidextrous 270◦ 360◦

Robotic arm by Onur Bas [86] 270◦ 0◦

Robotic arm by Luis Orejel [87] 230◦ 0◦

Simple robotic arm-Airbrush [88] 280◦ 0◦

Robot Arm for Airbrushing [89] 340◦ 0◦

The range of motion of a human arm presented in Tables 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 is extracted

from [90].

Table 2.9: Comparison of wrist movements.

Movement
Wrist Flexion Wrist Abduc-

tion

5th% 95th% 5th% 95th%

Human Arm 102◦ 173◦ 35◦ 85◦

Requirements to be ambidextrous 270◦ 360◦

Robotic arm by Onur Bas [86] 270◦ 0◦

Robotic arm by Luis Orejel [87] 250◦ 0◦

Simple robotic arm-Airbrush [88] 300◦ 0◦

Robot Arm for Airbrushing [89] 180◦ 0◦
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2.2.3 Control of the Robot Arm

Precision control of a robotic arm is a challenging task especially when the design

of the arm does not meet conventional parameters. Different mechanical designs

naturally lead to different control solutions. As a result, many control solutions have

been proposed over the last few decades. For instance, in [91] the author proposed

to determine the joint motion of the end effector by evaluating the feasibility of the

joint motion. The determined joint motion is called an inverse kinematic solution

with singularity robustness because it denotes a feasible solution even at or in the

neighbourhood of singular points. The robust singularity inverse (SR-inverse) is

introduced as an alternative to the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix. Several

simulation results are also shown to illustrate the singularity problem and the

effectiveness of the inverse kinematic solution with singularity robustness.

In [92] a novel algorithm for the adaptive control of a robot manipulator containing

kinematic loops is presented. The algorithm identifies the mass properties of each

link and the viscous friction coefficients for each joint of the manipulator. It is

similar to the Newton-Euler inverse dynamics algorithm and, hence, obtains its

computational efficiency through the recursive nature of the algorithm. Simulation

results presented show the effectiveness of the controller. Similarly, in (165), the

author considered the adaptive control of robotic manipulators in task space or

Cartesian space. A general Lyapunov-like concept is used to design an adaptive

control law. From the results, it is verified that global stability and convergence can

be achieved for the adaptive control algorithm. The algorithm has the advantage

that the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is not required. A robust control method

using a switching-sliding algorithm for a planar dual-arm manipulator system is

developed in [93]. The proposed controller is useful for modelling imprecision and

disturbances, inertial-based problems, as well as space-based free-floating platforms.
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Most of the research on robot trajectory control has assumed that the kinematics of

the robot are known precisely. However, when a robot picks up tools of uncertain

lengths, orientations, or gripping points, the overall kinematics becomes uncertain

and changes according to different tasks. To overcome this problem, a new adaptive

Jacobian tracking controller for robots with uncertain kinematics and dynamics is

presented, and experimental results justify the performance of the proposed controller

in [94].

Mainly, two types of actuator are used to drive robotic arms in the literature: PAMs

or Electric Motors. Robots are exoskeletons with actuators that provide the motion

through torque and forces on the joints. Usually, higher power applications require

electric or hydraulic power to move, but pneumatics still have the potential to deliver

high power with a compact design. The evolution of robot arms actuated by PAMs

has its origin in the 1950s with physicist Joseph L. McKibben [95], who designed

and developed the first prototype of an artificial muscle for the pneumatic control

of an orthosis that would expand and contract like an actual human arm; this

artificial device is a close emulation of biological muscles [96]. In [97], the neural

map algorithm has been employed to control a five joint pneumatic arm and gripper

through feedback from two video cameras. Similarly, in [98] the author developed a

pneumatic robot arm driven by pneumatic actuators as a versatile end effector for

material handling systems.

PAMs have advantages over other actuators as they offer great initial force, high

acceleration capacity, steady movement, are lightweight and sturdy, and can be

positioned at different angles without losing properties, which make them appropriate

for hazardous environments such as space environment. In [99], the author developed

McKibben pneumatic artificial muscles that behave like human arms. The author

states the drawback of using a PAM as an actuator is non-linearity of the muscle

due to hysteresis and friction between fibres inside the woven shell. Pneumatic

systems require a complex controller to achieve high accuracy, and they are not
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robust to load variance. Caballero et al. [100] studied the nonlinearity aspect of a

PAM, and their results concluded that the woven shell-inherent distortions result in

nonlinear contraction repetitiveness as claimed in [99]. PID control offers a solution

to the nonlinearity issue; therefore, learning-oriented alternatives like artificial neural

networks and sliding mode controllers are also being considered. Artificial neural

networks have the main advantage of incorporating nonlinear effects during the

training stages allowing for the construction of a network to develop an intelligent

control system that improves response times and PID control stabilisation. Sliding

mode controllers can overcome the model uncertainties and external disturbances.

A sliding mode controller is shown to offer excellent control of a robotic arm in

following the desired trajectory in [101].

A neural network controller for a mobile manipulator to track the given trajectories

is introduced in [102]. The dynamics of the mobile manipulator are assumed to be

unknown and learned online by the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) with

weight adaptation rule derived from the Lyapunov function. Generally, an RBFN

can be used to approximate a non-linear function accurately. However, there remains

some approximation error inevitably in a real application. An additional control

input to suppress this kind of error source is also used. Simulation results confirmed

the effectiveness of the system in an unknown workspace.

In [103], the authors investigated the implementation of inverse kinematics and a

servo controller for a robot manipulator using an Field Programmer Gate Array

(FPGA). They have evaluated the performance of the proposed circuit design through

an experimental system that consisted of the FPGA-based motion controller and a

Mitsubishi RV-M1 micro-robot and collected the experimental results to evaluate

correctness and effectiveness. Similarly, in [104] an inverse kinematics method to

control the servo angles of 5 DOF arm joints to get the desired tip position controlled

by teleoperation is proposed. A strategy for solving the inverse kinatics equations of

a 6 DOF robot arm system, using the robot arm assembled by seven AI servos is
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proposed in [105]. A 5 DOF robotic arm driven by servo motors is controlled using an

SSC-32 control board in [106]. The author added another servo to rotate the gripper

and proved the concept of controlling all actuators using a single board. Controlling

a robotic arm with stereo vision is presented in [107]. It is rare to find a robot arm

controlled with a camera and even more challenging to find a controller that employs

multiple cameras. The authors have made a vision recognition application which can

recognise certain key points on the robotic arm. These points are placed at the joints,

over each motor. The authors have used stereo distance calculation to know how

much movement the robotic arm needs at the base joint. The concept of a soft robot

arm with new series Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (sPAM) and their application

as an actuators is introduced in [108]. Unlike a traditional tendon that has driven

continuum robot (Continuously curving manipulator), the robot is entirely soft and

contains no hard components, making it safer for human interaction. Models of both

the sPAM and soft continuum robot kinematics are presented and experimentally

verified.

From the survey of robot arm control, it is apparent that none of the researchers

employ two complete sets of separate actuators in such a setting as to control

the whole system and none of the projects found in the literature use a modified

MANFIS controller to drive an ambidextrous arm. Therefore, the gaps identified in

the literature could be filled by experimenting with a different actuator (for instance,

PAMs and Electric Motors synced together) to drive the system and investigating

the use of modified MANFIS controller to drive the arm.
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2.3 System Architecture for the Robot Arm

In this section, the choice of components is discussed. Since a large number of

components are used to build the project, only the key components are presented.

2.3.1 Microcontroller

A Microcontroller Unit (MCU) is a mini computer on a chip and designed to control

operations in an embedded system. It is vital to choose the most suitable MCU as

actuators are controlled by the MCU and if the number of input/output ports is

not enough, it could become a challenging task to accommodate at a later stage.

By keeping the requirements of the project in mind and for the ease of simplicity,

an Arduino Mega 2560 MCU board was chosen. The Arduino is an open-source

prototyping platform developed to be easy to use. To control an Arduino board, the

user needs to send a group of instructions to the MCU. The most common method

to control the Arduino board is using the Arduino programming language that is

based on Wiring, and the Arduino Software IDE, based on Processing [109].

The Arduino board can also be controlled through other software such as MATLAB

and LAB Windows. To do so, the user will need to install support packages that will

enable the connection between the Arduino board and this software. The Arduino

Mega 2560 was used in this project; this board has 54 digital outputs of which 15

can be used as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) outputs. It is a MCU board based

on the chip ATmega2560, which is a low-power CMOS 8-bit MCU based on the AVR

enhanced RISC architecture [110].

Key technical specifications of the Arduino Mega 2560 board are listed in Table 2.10.

The output voltage of the Mega 2560 board is 5 V; this means that the maximum

amplitude that can be achieved by the output voltage of the PWM signal is 5 V.
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Table 2.10: Technical specifications of the Arduino Mega 2560.

Operating Voltage 0-5 V

Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12 V

Input Voltage (limit) 6-20 V

Digital I/O Pins 54 (of which 15 provide PWM output)

Analog Input Pins 16

DC Current per I/O Pin 20 mA

DC Current for 3.3 V Pin 50 mA

2.3.2 Valves and Pneumatic Artificial Muscles

Solenoid valves are used to control the air flow in systems. Since PAMs are chosen

to actuate the ambidextrous robot hand, there is a need for air valves. Mainly,

there are five types of air valves; direct acting valves, pilot operated valves, two-way

valves, three-way valves and four-way valves. Each air valve functions differently;

for instance, a coil magnetically opens direct acting valves by lifting the shaft. The

plunger opens the pilot operated valve while built up pressure causes the valve to

open and close. Similarly, two-way, three-way and four-way valves comes with two,

three and four ports respectively. A two-way valve is found to be the best fit for the

ambidextrous robot hand project.
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Figure 2.2: The working principle of PAM is demonstrated.

McKibben air muscles were first invented in the 1950s for orthotics [111]. They

have several advantages over other types of actuators, for example they are easy to

fabricate, lightweight, and have load-length curves similar to human muscles. PAMs

are pneumatic structures that inflate and deflate according to the pressure of air.

The working principle of PAMs is shown in Figure 2.2. Air is pumped into the PAM

that makes the PAM inflate and as a result a tendon pulls the object connected with

that PAM.

Similarly, releasing compressed air from the PAM deflates the PAM and the object

goes back to its original position. When inflated, they bulge, shorten and thereby

generate a contraction force. This contraction force depends on the applied pressure

and on the muscle’s length. Two big players in the market of PAM manufacture are

Festo and Shadow Robot. Each PAM has a maximum pressure limit, for instance in

Shadow Robot PAMs it is 4 bars. Actuation of a robotic hand is only possible if the

number of actuators is connected in such a fashion to provide multiple movements.
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For this purpose Y, or tee tube-to-tube, adapters are used as shown in Figure 2.3b.

The adapter helps to divide air flow efficiently between the valves. Solenoid valves

manufactured by Mead Fluid Dynamics were used in the ambidextrous robot hand

project. A user can control these valves electronically, and their operating voltage is

24 V DC.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Tee tube-to-tube adapter.

These valves are marke ‘IN’ and ‘OUT’, so a tube is inserted in both places accordingly.

When these valves receive an electronic signal to turn on, the valves open like a gate

and let air enter into the PAM. Similarly, when they are turned off, air cannot pass

through the valves.
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Figure 2.4: The configuration of PAMs and solenoid valves.

The configuration of how the muscles (only 4 muscles considered here as an example)

are connected with solenoid valves is presented in Figure 2.4. Each muscle is connected

with two valves. One valve lets air pass in, and the other let air out of the PAM. So

for instance, if there is a need to contract muscle 3 and extend muscle 4, valve 3a

needs to be open, and 3b should be closed. On the other hand, to extend muscle 4,

valve 4a should be closed, and 4b should be open. Figure 2.5 shows the real-time

configuration of solenoid valves attached to adapters for efficient distribution of air

flow.
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Figure 2.5: Solenoid valves attached to an adapter.

2.3.3 Air Compressor

An air compressor as shown in Figure 2.6 is an extremely powerful device that

produces compressed air. The Euro-Tec compressor was considered for the robot

hand project solely on the basis that it is very quiet and it meets the suction capacity

of the project. The Euro-Tec 20 A is capable of supplying 6 bar of maximum pressure

and has a tank capacity of 1.5 L. It can supply a maximum air flow of 20 L/min and

has an auto turnoff feature. The re-designed version of ambidextrous robot hand

alone offers 14 DOF by employing twenty PAMs. Therefore, a total of forty valves

were used. Through an experiment, it was established that maximum air pressure

never exceeded 3.5 bar.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Air compressor connected with a switch where (a) is a connecting valve
and (b) shows overall connection with air compressor.

2.3.4 Material

In terms of printing material, there were not lots of options available as the hardware

was 3D printed at Brunel University 3D Printing lab. Two options to choose from

were ABS and the PLA plastic. ABS is an obvious choice for engineers as it offers

higher strength compared to PLA plastic [112]. ABS and PLA are both thermoplastic.

PLA is stronger and stiffer than ABS but poor heat resistance. ABS is weaker and

less rigid but tougher and lighter making it better plastic for prototyping applications.

Every material is different in terms of properties as shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Comparison of different ABS meterial’s flexural strength.

Mechanical propertiees Test methods English Metric

ABS Plus Flexural Strength (Method 1, 0.05”/min) ASTM D790 1,160 psi 8 Mpa

ABS ESD7 Flexural Strength (Method 1, 0.05”/min) ASTM D790 8,800 psi 61 Mpa

PC ABS Flexural Strength (Method 1, 0.05”/min) ASTM D790 8,500 psi 59 Mpa

PC ISO Flexural Strength (Method 1, 0.05”/min) ASTM D790 13,100 psi 90 MPa
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From Table 2.11, it is apparent that the PC ISO had the biggest flexural strength

but P430 ABS Plus was chosen to print the ambidextrous robot arm due to limited

options available. 3D printing is a process of adding multiple layers of material to

form an identical shape as instructed by 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) software.

3D printing technology was first patented more than three decades ago and since then

the technology has evolved to offer many applications in mechanical and aerospace.

2.3.5 Motors

There are there main types of motors widely available in the market; DC motors,

stepper motors and servo motors. Servo motors are considered the best option where

precision control is required whereas DC motors are used to save cost as they are

relatively cheaper than servos. Since precision control is an important factor in

the ambidextrous robot arm project, it was decided to choose a servo motor that

offers the highest torque possible. Servo motors that offer the highest torque are

manufactured by GearWurx, but the most appropriate to be used in ambidextrous

robot arm project is i01855 (PWM signal) or i04050. They both offer 11.3 Nm at

normal rate and 22.6 Nm at peak and 270◦ degree of rotation. These servo motors

require a power supply of 12 V DC and 3 A.

Servo motors are composed of four parts: a motor, a potentiometer, gears and a

control circuit. The gears are linked to the motor, increasing the torque, and to the

potentiometer. A user sends a command to the control unit which is then compared

with the current position of the motor and any difference found in current position

is adjusted by making a move. Servo motors have three inputs (as shown in Figure

2.7); the positive power supply, the negative power supply and the command signal.

A servo can be driven by an analog signal or a PWM signal. When driven using an

analog signal, the position is directly linked to the voltage. With a PWM signal,

the position of the motor is determined by the width of the pulse. The technical

specification of motor used in the project is presented in Table 2.12.
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Table 2.12: Technical specifications of the motors used in the project.

Technical specification Motor (i04050) Motor (HS-805BB)

Travel (deg) 990 280

Control Position Position

Time for 90 deg 1.5 Sec 0.14-0.19 Sec

Power Input Voltage 10-14 V 4.8-6 V

Power Input Current Up to 3 A depending on load Up to 830 mA/No load running

Control Input Voltage 0-5 V, analog or PWM 0-5 V

Figure 2.7: Working diagram of a servo motor.

In order to drive shoulder and elbow joints more than one motor should be used

in the same direction at the same time to meet the torque requirements. So both

motors need to be synchronised at the same rate and the same direction otherwise

it will damage the motor gear (see Figure 2.8). To avoid this damage, either the

motor needs to be opened to adjust the potentiometer placed at each junction or

the software programme (shown in Figure 2.9) provided by the manufacturer can be

used to make changes in response, rotation and offset.
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Figure 2.8: Servos are working against each other.

Figure 2.9: Servo configuration software.

Figure 2.10 shows the possible link that can be made between servo motors connected

in parallel and the elbow using a spring.
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Figure 2.10: A link between servos and the elbow with a spring.

The power input voltage of servo i04050 is between 0-5 V, and same applies for

the Arduino Mega 2560 PWM output. This means the Arduino board can be used

directly to control the servo i04050. The HS-805BB servo motor is manufactured by

HITEC. Like the i04050, the HS-805BB has a control input voltage range between

0-5 V, so an Arduino Mega 2560 can be used to control it without any modification.

The servo i04050 is chosen to perform the flexion and extension movement in the

elbow (see Figure 2.11). The torix servo is capable of offering up to 990◦ rotation.

This should be more than enough to make an ambidextrous move.
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Figure 2.11: Elbow movements.

The HS-805BB Mega Power servo is chosen to make the pronation and supination of

the forearm (see Figure 2.11). It is capable of making a 280◦ turn, and this should

easily meet the requirement of the ambidextrous robot arm elbow movement.

The Industrial Torxis Servo i04050 is chosen to perform the vertical shoulder flexion

and vertical extension movements as shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Vertical flexion (a) and vertical extension (b) of the shoulder.

Two Industrial Torxis Servo i04050 motors need to work together to perform the

shoulder abduction and adduction movements as shown in Figure 2.13. Both motors

are interconnected to produce enough torque to work together.

Figure 2.13: Abduction (a) and adduction (b) of the shoulder.

Similarly, the Servo i04050 was chosen to make the horizontal shoulder flexion and

horizontal extension movements as shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Horizontal flexion (a) and horizontal extension (b) of the shoulder.

2.3.6 Software

Choice of software plays a key role in completing the task within the required

timeframe. There are many softwares that could be considered for this project. Some

of the most popular ones are MATLAB, GNU Octave, Scilab, Julia and Sage. Others

are Freeman, Genius Mathematics Tool, Maxima, NumPy, Wolfram Mathematics,

Maple and SymPy. Comparison of the most popular packages is given below in Table

2.13.

After careful analysis, it was decided to use MATLAB due to the widely available

toolboxes and open source libraries. Some of the most important ones required are

Neural Network Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Robotic System Toolbox, Optimiza-

tion Toolbox, Control Toolbox and Simulink. It was important to select a software

package that can define a robot model, perform inverse kinematics and dynamic

calculations and be able to import files from Solidworks using Simulink B. MATLAB

software met all the requirements of the project. Hence, it was chosen to be used in

the ambidextrous robot arm project.
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Table 2.13: Comparison of software available.

Software
Name

Price Platform compat-
ibility

Key Features

Maple Starts at
£70 Per
year

Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

Multiple languages interface,
Equation editor, variable
manager, Control design, Sta-
tistical data analysis and Live
data Plot

Wolfram
Mathemat-
ics

Starts at
£118 per
year

Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

Multiple function libraries,
Geo visualisation/animation
tools, 2D/3D image pro-
cessing, automated machine
learning, graphical computa-
tions and Multiple languages
interface

GNU
Octave

Free Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

Free and open-source, Data
manipulation and visualisa-
tion, interactive command
line interface, a wide variety
of packages and Multiple lan-
guages interface

Scilab Free Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

Free and open-source, Free
“Xcos” package, 2D/3D visu-
alisation, control system anal-
ysis, network computations
and GPU computing.

SageMath Free Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

A browser-based notebook
that lets you review and re-
use previous inputs/outputs.

MATLAB £60 Windows, Mac
OS X, Linux

MATLAB is one of the eas-
iest software to learn and
use due to its toolboxes and
widespread use.
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2.4 Chapter Summary

The literature review chapter was divided into three main sections and the key points

made in each section are as follows:

• Notable robotic hand inventions and the control strategies tried so far on robotic

hands were discussed in 2.1. After careful consideration, it was apparent that

many mechanical designs and controllers have already been proposed in the

literature for dexterous robotic hand structures but use of a hybrid controller

(use of conventional controllers with artificial intelligence based controllers)

on ambidextrous robot hand is difficult to find in literature. Therefore, the

combined use of PID with NN is proposed to drive the ambidextrous robot

hand.

• In section 2.2, notable robotic arms are presented. Most of the robot arms aim

to offer a range of motion close to the human arm, but none of the research

focused on extending dexterous robot arm capability to ambidextrous design in a

way that it can replicate right and left arm movements and offer a greater range

of motion than the conventional human arm. However, literature does suggest

recent interest of scientists in the ambidextrous concept to speed up the tasks of

manipulation [113, 114], a novel ambidextrous approach for self-learning robot

[115] and the ambidextrous robotic master controller [116] but none of these are

able to replicate both left and right arm movements as proposed in this research.

They rather use two arms in parallel to complete the task. The ambidextrous

arm design proposed in this research is appreciable from design point of view

since it is a single arm offering ambidextrous movements. Comparison of

robotic arms available in the market with the proposed ambidextrous robot

arm was presented in Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Furthermore, since none of the

arms found in literature offer ambidextrous feature, an ambidextrous robot
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arm design is proposed.

• Since the proposed ambidextrous robot arm design is unique, it naturally

requires a unique controller too. From the literature review, it was confirmed

that none of the controllers that exist in literature are suitable to drive the

ambidextrous arm. A modified version that suits the need is required. Hence,

artificial intelligence based methods were chosen to be explored to find the

most appropriate one to use as a base.

• In section 2.3, choice of key components was justified. The literature review

gave the direction of future research. It was deduced that improvement in

mechanical design of the ambidextrous hand is required to interlink with the

arm. The NN combined with PID control is appropriate to drive hand than

simply using conventional controllers. Furthermore, the proposed novel design

of the ambidextrous arm seems like a best fit with current market trends given

the fact many dexterous arms already exist and does not offer ambidextrous

feature.
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Design of the Ambidextrous Robot Arm

This chapter is divided into two main parts: re-design of existing ambidextrous

robot hand and the design concept of the ambidextrous robot arm. Before designing

an ambidextrous robot arm and interlinking with the hand, it was imperative to

understand how the ambidextrous robot hand could be redesigned. The ambidextrous

robot hand concept was originally proposed by Dr Emre Akyürek in 2013 [40]. The

existing design was good enough to prove the basic ambidextrous design concept

of hand, but it was not possible to interlink the ambidextrous robot hand with

ambidextrous robot arm without improving the existing robot hand design. Therefore,

it was important to go back for a closer look to see if the existing robot hand could

be improved. After careful consideration, some issues were identified in the existing

robot hand design. Key changes such as the addition of wrist movement offering

another degree of freedom, re-routing of the tendons (for greater strength), complete

replacement of tendon string material (polyethene material string is used to avoid

breaking issues), replacement of 4 mm hose tail barb to 8 mm for better speed of

the system, and exchanging all metal parts to newly designed 3D printed parts in

a bid to reduce weight and improve the design have been carried out. By making

these changes, the new design met the requirements of being a fully 3D printed
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ambidextrous robot hand offering 14 DOF with improved control.

3.1 Redesign of Existing Ambidextrous Robot Hand

In order to accurately re-design an anthropomorphic ambidextrous robotic hand,

numbers of changes are made to the existing ambidextrous hand design [27]. For

instance, addition of wrist movements, re-routing of the tendon with better quality

material (use of polyethene strings), force and vision sensors incorporated, complete

3D printed solution by replacing all metal parts used in the existing design, and

implementation of a three tendons routing scheme with the use of offset pulleys.

Since the heavy mass of the structure makes control difficult, all the metal elements

used in the existing ambidextrous robot hand project were exchanged with 3D printed

parts in a bid to reduce the mass of the whole structure from 3.2 kg to 2.3 kg (see

Figure 3.1 for visuals of the existing and the proposed forearm design) E.

(a) Existing. (b) Proposed.

Figure 3.1: Visuals of existing and proposed design.
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Tendons kept breaking during experiments, so there was a clear need to re-run the

tendon routing to address a problem where the wrong routing led to strings getting

stuck and eventually breaking into small pieces as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Path of the replaced tendons through a finger.

The design aims to mimic HH movements; it is important to replicate the degree

of freedom to ensure more fluidity in the motion. The ambidextrous robot hand is

already bigger in terms of length when compared with a human counterpart. To save

some space, the solution to actuate the hand without using motors was proposed.

Two of the existing extra un-used PAMs were also employed to add wrist movements.
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(a) The First Solution. (b) The Second Solution.

Figure 3.3: Wrist design solutions.

One idea was to simply add a spring in the middle of the screws so the hand can offer

flexion and the spring would hold the hand in default vertical position (as shown

in Figure 3.3a). The idea would have worked if a spring that is strong enough to

hold the hand structure could be found. After some research, it was concluded that

the simple addition of a spring will not work. Then, 3D parts are designed to try

another idea (see Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Solidworks design of the wrist first solution.
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A few issues were found in the first wrist design solution: the spring holder on the

hand is under the rotation axis. This implies that the spring stretches the most

during flexion movement. Also, the spring holder was square, which is not acceptable

when the hand rotates over 45◦.

Figure 3.5: Solidworks design of the wrist second solution.

Problems found in the first design of wrist lead to thinking about a new solution.

The second solution is presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.6: A CAD model of the third design shown in (a) and printed model in (b)
and (c).
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Even after passing the simulation test when the solution is used in reality, the spring

holder broke after a few experiments. This led to believe the thickness of design is

not enough to hold the mass. Then, new idea coming up (as shown in Figure 3.6).

With the key improvements made to this final design of the ambidextrous hand [117],

it can now imitate the movements of both left and right hands including a wrist that

is capable of moving 270◦.

The human fingers can make two kinds of antagonist movements: flexion and

extension, or abduction and adduction. Flexion and extension control the angular

displacement of the three phalanges of a finger. Abduction and adduction imply

lateral rotations of a whole finger and constitute another DOF, which makes a total

of four distinct DOFs per finger. As abduction and adduction are not essential for

many applications, robot hand can be built without taking them into account. It

allows easing the control of the structure and reduces the number of needed actuators.

Robot fingers are usually built as a succession of three phalanges, with sockets

preventing them from reaching non-natural angles. These sockets were adapted to

reach the range necessary to ambidextrous fingers. The ambidextrous hand design is

shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Final re-design version of the ambidextrous robot hand.

3.2 Design of the Ambidextrous Robot Arm

The human arm has always been considered the perfect model to start designing

robotic arms. An arm is mainly divided into two parts; upper limb that connects

shoulder joint and the elbow joint and forearm refers to a part between hand and

elbow. The most common feature of the arm is to act as an extender for the hand

and help in effective completion of various tasks. A human arm offers a total of 7

DOF; three in the shoulder (Pitch, Yaw and Roll), two in the elbow (Pitch and Roll)

and two in wrists (Pitch and Yaw).

As part of re-designing the ambidextrous hand, it was decided to re-design the elbow

too. The forearm design itself is not complicated except for the printing part. At

Brunel University’s 3D printing lab, printing options were limited to a maximum of
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400 mm in the length of each part. So in order to print a 700 mm length part, it

was necessary to break it up into two parts and later glue those parts together (see

Figure 3.1b).

The human elbow can make two movements (Flexion-Extension and Supination-

Pronation). It was decided to follow the human model and the design solutions

outlined in Table 3.1 were proposed.

Table 3.1: Comparison of three different elbow design options.

Design 1 Design 2 Design 3

Design 1 is the most

straightforward design, but

the orientation of motors, in

this case, increases the width

of the arm.

This design is composed of

two belts which transfer the

movement of the two motors

changing its direction. The

size of the elbow is the best

size possible. The problem

with this design is the lousy

performance of the belt. A

chain was also tried, but it did

not work.

Design 3 is very similar to

Design 2, but the only

difference is the transmission

method of torque. A system

similar to the one used in

trains is employed to save the

torque lose. All the torque of

the two servo motors is

transmitted to the rotation

axis so that it can lift the

forearm weight.

(a) Design 1 (b) Design 2 (c) Design 3.

Figure 3.8: Three different elbow design options.

Design 3 in Figure 3.8c, met the elbow movement requirements, but in turn, it

created another problem in shoulder design. Since, this design is based on using
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two large servo motors, each servo motor having a mass of 1 kg, it increased the

overall mass of the forearm. With this mass increase, the design of the shoulder

became very bulky; indeed the torque was more than 30 Nm to move the shoulder.

Servomotors that could meet the torque requirements were available on the market

but were too expensive and bulky. So, it was decided to re-design the elbow using

one servo motor. Figure 3.9 shows the final design of the elbow CAD model.

Figure 3.9: Elbow design.

After some testing, it was apparent that the final design met the requirement (see

Figure 3.10). It provided not only a simple but also the least heavy solution.
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(a) Elbow side view.

(b) Elbow front view.

Figure 3.10: Design of elbow with one motor.

The pronation and supination movement was made possible by using a bearing and

driving it with small servo motor as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Elbow rotation using a bearing.

The shoulder is composed of three joints (rotation, flexion and abduction). The

rotation movement in the shoulder was a replica of what was achieved in the elbow

except for this requiring relatively higher torque. Servo motors were used for rotation

movements in the elbow and the shoulder, and bearings were inserted allowing the

unlimited free rotation. For the abduction and flexion movement, a unique idea of

using the same joint to make two movements was tested. The concept was very

similar to the elbow flexion, but this joint required much higher torque, so it was

not possible to drive it with only one servo motor. Two servo motors were used as

shown in Figure 3.12b to generate required torques.
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(a) abduction/adduction (b) flexion/extension

Figure 3.12: Shoulder rotation joint angle.

The ambidextrous robot arm is capable of making most of the movements a human

arm can. Figure 3.13 shows some of the most important angles that make this arm

unique. For instance, a human arm offers 70◦ rotation at the shoulder whereas the

ambidextrous arm offers 360◦.
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Figure 3.13: Possible shoulder movements in the ambidextrous robot arm.

Similarly, a human shoulder offers 200◦ and 180◦ in flexion/extension and abduc-

tion/adduction respectively whereas the ambidextrous arm offers 270◦ for each as

shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.14: Elbow movements in the ambidextrous robotic arm.

The ambidextrous arm offers a much higher range of movement in the elbow than

the shoulder. By offering flexion/extension of 270◦, forearm pronation of 360◦ and

end effector rotation of 360◦, the ambidextrous arm is capable of making almost

any movement within a range of an elbow as shown in Figure 3.14. The length of a

human arm is proportional to the length of the entire human body. Many factors

determine the length of a person’s arm. Therefore this ratio is used to evaluate

correctly. The data presented in Table 3.2 is extracted from [118].

Comparison of ratios in Table 3.2 and 3.3 confirm that the forearm is a little

bigger than the upper arm and the hand. The ratio between the hand and the

upper arm of the ambidextrous robot arm is close to the ratio of the human

arm (0.632 instead of 0.826). However, there is a more significant difference be-

tween the forearm and upper arm ratio for the robot arm and the human arm.
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Table 3.2: The ratio between part of the human arm and the size of the person.

Length (cm)
Forearm arm 28.98
Upper arm 23.76

Hand 19.62

The ratio for the human arm Upper arm Forearm Hand
Upper arm 1.000 1.220 0.826
Forearm 0.820 1.000 0.677
Hand 1.211 1.477 1.000

So to be more realistic the forearm should be smaller. However, due to the size of

the muscles, it was not possible to reduce the size. Figure 3.15 shows the final design

of the ambidextrous robot arm. After the designing process, the 3D printing process

needed to be followed. However, before printing, there was a final check on each

component to see if it met the strength analysis (full stress analysis is presented in

the appendix D).

Table 3.3: The dimension of the ambidextrous arm.

Length (cm)
Forearm 62.8
Upper arm 34.8
Hand 22.0

The ratio for the ambidextrous robot arm Upper arm Forearm Hand
Upper arm 1.000 1.804 0.632
Forearm 0.554 1.000 0.350
Hand 1.582 2.854 1.000

Ashby’s material diagram of material strength vs material density is shown in Figure

3.16. It indicates the best choice of material against density. As the P430 ABS

plus thermoplastic is located inside the blue area of the graph, it offers a good ratio

between density and strength. So using this material can not only help to improve

design reliability factor but also reduce mass on the servo motors.
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Figure 3.15: The ambidextrous robot arm design.

Figure 3.16: Ashby’s diagram of materials strength versus density.
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When it comes to stress analysis, not all the area needs to be strong. Usually, the

stress force covers a specific area on the printed 3D part. The concept of stress

concentration factor is introduced in [119] by Young, Budynas and Sadegh. In their

published book, a standard guideline is given to minimise the stress concentration

and hence maximum active stress. Stress analysis was performed on each part in

Solidworks (see appendix D for detailed stress analysis) and the final design was

then sent to the 3D printing lab.

All 3D printed parts were assembled to make the ambidextrous robotic arm. Figure

3.17 shows the assembled version of the ambidextrous robot arm. The assembly

process took place in the Sustainable Electric Power (SEP) lab at Brunel University

London.

Figure 3.17: The assembled version of the ambidextrous robot arm.

Finally, the ambidextrous robot arm was attached to a metal part that is fixed on a

surface as shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: The ambidextrous robot arm in its default position.

3.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter has summarised the steps followed in re-designing an existing ambidex-

trous robot hand and developing a new ambidextrous robot arm design. It gave

an overview of how each part was designed to meet the ambidexterity requirement

of this project. A brief introduction to 3D printing and ambidextrous robot arm

assembly were presented. All the movements aimed for were achieved and manually

tested to confirm the range of motion.
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Control of the Ambidextrous Arm

A customised version of neural network controller is introduced in this chapter, and

an effort is made to choose the most appropriate controller to drive the ambidextrous

robot arm by comparing it with existing controllers. To begin with, forward and

inverse kinematics problems are presented. With the help of Denavit-Hartenberg

notation, the inverse kinematics of the robot is solved to find a set of feasible joint

configurations required to perform the task. Solving the inverse kinematics is usually

a challenging step which requires in-depth analyses of the robot. The module then

solves the inverse dynamics of the robot to analyze the forces and torques applied

on each joint and link in the robot. Furthermore, a calculation for the energy

consumption is performed for each configuration. Since solving the inverse kinematic

problem for the ambidextrous robot arm model became complicated due to the

nature of the design, an ANFIS based solution is explored. To further improve the

results, a modified MANFIS controller is used and results are presented.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: The ambidextrous robot hand, where (a) is the ambidextrous mode and
(b) is the left mode.

Ambidextrous nature of hand can be seen in Figure 4.1 and the working principle of

the ambidextrous robot arm operation is simplified in Figure 4.2. The ambidextrous

arm is composed of key units such as mechanical unit (rigid links and joints and

supporting structures i.e. forearm, wrist, end-effector), sensor unit (position sensors,

force sensors and vision sensors), actuation unit (PAMs and servo motors) and a

supervision unit (task planning and control, artificial intelligence and reasoning).
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Figure 4.2: The working principle of the ambidextrous arm in a simplified version.

4.1 Control of the Ambidextrous Robot Hand

The ambidextrous robot hand is a robotic device for which the specificity is to imitate

either the movements of a right hand or a left hand as shown in Figure 4.1. The

modified version of ambidextrous robot hand offers a total of 14 DOF and is actuated

by 20 PAMs. Comparison of existing and modified version is shown in Table E.1.

The possibility of controlling a uniquely designed ambidextrous robot hand using

PID controller combined with neural network controller is validated.

4.1.1 Comparison of Conventionl Controller

In this section, a comparison of the conventional controllers (PID, Bang-bang and

Backstepping) is presented. Figure 4.3 shows a snapshot of the ambidextrous robot

hand holding a can of coke when each controller is applied.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.3: The ambidextrous robot hand is holding a can with a grasping movement
implemented with PID controllers (a), with bang-bang controller (b) and with
backstepping controller (c).

Figure 4.4: The graph shows force against time of the five fingers while grasping a
drink can with PID controllers.
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From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that grasping of an empty can of soft drink began

at 0.10 seconds approximately and it became more stable after 0.20 seconds. An

overshoot of 10% occurred on all fingers but stayed in a limit of 0.1 N where the

system automatically adjusted at the next data collection. These small overshoots

occurred because different parts of the fingers get into contact with the object before

the object gets into contact with the force sensor. This results in the bending of

fingers slower when phalanges touch the object. Since the can of soft drink does not

deform itself, it can be deduced that the grasping control is both fast and accurate

when PID loops drive the ambidextrous hand.

Figure 4.5: The graph shows force against time of the five fingers while grasping a
drink can with bang-bang controllers.

The phalanges must close with appropriate speed ratios to tighten around objects

when interacting with an object. By repeating the experiments realised earlier,

the graph is obtained from the data collection of the left mode. It is noticeable

from Figure 4.3b that the can of soft drink deforms itself when it is grasped on the

left-hand side. Also, the speed of fingers does not change when it touches the objects.

That explains why the graph has higher curves than previously obtained in Figure
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4.4. This makes the bang-bang controller faster than PID loops. The bang-bang

controllers also stop when the value of 1 N is overreached but, without predicting

the approach to the set point, the process variables have huge overshoots (see Figure

4.5). The overshoot is mainly visible for the middle finger, which overreaches the

set-point by more than 50%. Even though backward control is not implemented in

the bang-bang controller, it is seen that the force applied by some fingers decreases

after 0.15 seconds. This is due to the deformation of the can, which reduces the force

applied on the fingers. Contrary to PID loops, it is seen that the force applied by

some fingers may not change between 0.18 seconds and 0.25 seconds, which indicates

the grasping stability is reached faster with bang-bang controllers. The bang-bang

controllers can consequently be applied for heavy objects.

Figure 4.6: The graph shows force against time of the five fingers while grasping a
drink can with backstepping controllers.

The grasping features obtained with the BSC are illustrated in Figure 4.3c. The

force against time graph obtained from the data collection is shown in Figure 4.6.

During the experiment, it was noticed that the speed of finger tightening using

backstepping control was much slower compared to the PID controller and bang-bang
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controller. Since the backstepping controller’s target is based on force feedback and

speed stability, it offers greater flexibility than PID and bang-bang but takes longer

to stabilise. The fingers provided enough force to grab the can of soft drink at 0.15

seconds, but it is seen the system carries on moving until 0.30 seconds.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: The ambidextrous robot hand is holding a water bottle in (a) and ball in
(b).

Therefore it is deduced that BSC takes longer to stabilise. It can also be noted that

the hand speed is slower using BSC, as none of the sensors reads more than 1.2 N.

The higher speeds of the PID and bang-bang controllers are respectively explained

because of the integrative term and the lack of derivative control. The ambidextrous

robot hand is capable of grasping various objects of different sizes and shapes as

shown in Figure 4.7.

It can be seen from previous experiments that the best performances are reached

with PID and BSC controllers, as both of them are accurate and permit the fingers

to adapt to the shape of objects with backward movements. However, PID loops

proved faster than any other controller, which could be one of the main reasons for

finding a high number of resources in the literature review. Despite its accurate
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implementation, the BSC did not reveal as robust results. The fingers stabilise

themselves after 0.30 seconds with BSC, against 0.20 seconds for PID and bang-bang

controls. The main advantage of BSC is its ability to regulate nonlinear actuators.

This is the reason why these two algorithms receive feedbacks from pressure or

position sensors [120, 121].

Figure 4.8: The ambidextrous robot hand is grabbing a can in ambidextrous fashion.

Nevertheless, in the case considered here, the feedback is received from force sensors

directly implemented on the mechanical structure instead of the actuators themselves.

Even though bang-bang control is the fastest of the three compared algorithms, it is

not smooth enough to adapt itself to the shape of the objects and can crush them.

The shooting function of the bang-bang controller is too sudden without additional

controllers, which is why it is cascaded [122]. However, bang-bang control can be

used to grab a heavy object. The higher is the PAMs’ pressure, the slower the PAMs

contract, which is why their elasticity automatically opposes itself to the shooting

function effect in that case. By implementing force sensors both on the right and

left sides of the fingers, the ambidextrous hand can also grab objects in atypical
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positions, as shown in Figure 4.8.

4.1.2 Implementation of Neural Network Based Controller

Key performance differences when conventional robotic hand controllers (PID, bang-

bang and Backstepping) are combined with neural networks (NN) is subject of

invetigation in this section. Tests were performed on the ambidextrous robot hand.

The ambidextrous hand is actuated using PAMs and can bend its fingers both left

and right, offering full ambidextrous functionality. Force sensors are placed on

the fingertips. In this NN based control method, the grasping trajectory of each

finger combines its data with that of the neighboring fingers to obtain accurate

results. Robotic manipulators have become increasingly important in the field of

flexible automation. NNs can flexibly map nonlinear functions and can be trained

and applied both on and off-line. Of the many NN types, two of the most widely

used are the Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) and radial basis function (RBF) [123].

Back-propagation is the most popular method of implementing MLP. There are

three dominant learning paradigms: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and

reinforcement learning. Each learning paradigm is suitable for solving a specific set

of problems. A 3-layer NN with full interconnections is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Three-layer Neural Network (NN).

Neural networks have been widely applied in robot control and motion planning

[124, 125]. They have been used to achieve motion control of manipulators [126],

to help robots follow predetermined trajectories on city streets [127] and to achieve

visual control of robotic arms [128]. A real-time learning neural robot controller was

used to solve the inverse kinematics problem [129] and an artificial neural network

was used to help a robotic arm system with 6 DOF to track and grasp a moving

object [130]. Neural networks can be implemented into robotic structures in several

ways and with different controllers to provide improved solutions. For instance, in

[131], a learning process is designed for the two-links PAM manipulator to have an

adaptive and dynamic self-organising structure using NN and fuzzy logic. The NN

was connected to PID loops in [132], to create an intelligent Phasing Plane Switch
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Control (PPSC) to overcome nonlinearities in PAM pressure feedback. NNs have

also been integrated into particle swarm optimisation to increase system accuracy

[133].

Unlike pressure sensors that are connected to the PAMs and always detect variations

when a robot hand is interacting with objects, force sensors only cover some strategic

points of the fingers. Therefore, when an object gets into contact with robotic fingers

at a place not covered by force sensors, the fingers carry on closing without any

variations in the grasping algorithms. This is the reason why grasping algorithms are

combined with an NN, used as a security system. In the following, Ff refers to the

force F applied by each of the four other fingers (where F is a notation), Ft to the

force defined as target and Ff(t) the force received from each finger. For the force

feedback of each finger Ff (t), the values of the closest fingers F(f−1)(t) and F(f+1)(t)

are also considered. In case Ff(t) = 0 but Ff−1(t) or Ff+1(t) receives a high force

feedback, two different outcomes are possible. Either the object is not in contact

with the sensor Ff or the object is not in contact with the finger at all. In the first

case, the grasping controller must stop running as the finger actually touches the

object. In the second case, the shape of the object does not cover the whole hand

and that all the fingers are not necessary for the grasping. The detection of this case

is translated as follows (constant 0.9 is the ratio experimentally defined to react at

the object’s presence):

Fcf ≥ 0.9 ∗ Ff

where Fcf = [Ff−1(t) ∪ Ff+1(t)]

and Ff (t) ' 0

(4.1)

If Equation (4.1) is true, then at least one of the fingers close to the finger f is close

enough to grab the object. If Equation (4.1) is true and Ff (t) ' 0, then the object

is either not in contact with the sensor or not in contact with the finger. So the
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grasping controller must either stop at that point or make the finger return back to

a vertical position accordingly. In a case where the finger f is in contact with the

object, the process must react in a different way by reading the angular angle. Thus

angular feedback is read, taking the angle of the vertical position as a reference. In

Equation (4.1) Fcf refers to neighboring fingers on both sides of the concerned finger.

In Equation (4.2), θf (t) refers to the angle of each finger and a constant of 0.8 is the

ratio experimentally defined to determine whether there is an abnormal increase of

grasping angles

θf−1(t) < 0.8 ∗ θf (4.2)

and

θf+1(t) < 0.8 ∗ θf (4.3)

If both (4.2) and (4.3) are true, then the finger f has an angle much lower than the

ones of its adjacent fingers f−1 and f+1. Consequently, the more the finger f closes

itself, the bigger θf (t) becomes. Thus, a constant lower than value 1 is used to check

if θf−1(t) or θf+1(t) have stopped increasing at a smaller angle. If the finger f does

not touch any objects, then it is brought back to its vertical position. θf (t) is then

compared to a value close to π/2 to know if the finger f is perpendicular with the

palm. In that case, the finger f goes back to the vertical position without getting

into contact with any objects. These algorithms are summarised in Figure 4.10. F0

is the thumb, for which the angle is not taken into account.
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Figure 4.10: Neural network mapping (from the thumb f0 to the little finger f4).

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the hand grasping a ball and a water bottle

respectively. The position of the fingers changes depending on the shape of the object

being grasped. The force target is 2.25 N ± 10% for the bottle and 1 N ± 5% for

the ball. The indicated angles are those of the proximal phalanges. When the hand

grasps the bottle, the fingers come into contact with the object within 0.2 seconds,

but the angles continue to increase until 0.45 seconds because the fingers continue

closing until the bottle is pressed up against the thumb on the far side.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: The ambidextrous robot hand holding a ball in both (a) and (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: The ambidextrous robot hand is holding a water bottle in both (a) and
(b).
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The middle finger is longer than the others; thus the force sensor on the tip of the

middle finger does not come into contact with the object. However, because of the

implemented NN, the force data collected from the adjacent fingers also plays a

key part in the grabbing process as shown by the angle reached. The fingers react

differently when grabbing a ball. The forefinger comes into contact with the object

at 0.1 seconds, and its movement stops at 0.3 seconds (as opposed to 0.4 seconds

for the bottle), as the object is bigger and the target force is smaller. Also, this

grabbing action only involves the thumb and forefinger. As seen in Figure 4.13 and

Figure 4.14, the different finger shape results in the middle finger having the slowest

movement, whereas the little finger is the fastest.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Forces against time are plotted in (a) and angle against time in (b)
when the hand grabs a bottle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Fingers’ forces against time are plotted in (a) and angle against time in
(b) when the hand grabs a ball.

As it applies no force and its angle becomes much smaller than that of the forefinger,

it is deduced that middle finger is not in contact with the object. Therefore the finger

starts rising before 0.25 seconds. Next the NN is applied in the same way to the

ring finger at 0.30 seconds, and finally, the little finger starts returning to its vertical

position at 0.40 seconds. The little finger moves more slowly than the middle and

ring fingers because compressed air is already being used to drive their movement.
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The speed of the middle and ring fingers barely varies, as the PAM is in the middle

of their contraction. Thus, a small increase of pressure still implies an important

variation of the PAM’s lengths. The movement speed of the little finger increases

at 0.65 seconds when the middle finger approaches the vertical position and has its

speed reduced. The compressed air is therefore only involved in the movements of

the ring and little fingers. Finally, only the forefinger maintains its closing position,

whereas the middle, ring and little finger return to their vertical positions. The

grabbing movement for the bottle was completed in 0.35 seconds, which for the ball

took 1 second because it comprised both closing and opening movements.

Table 4.1: Performance comparison of conventional controllers when combined with
NN.
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PID (Proposed) NN 0.16 10% 0.20 0.20
Bang-bang NN 0.10 52% 0.15 0.20

BSC NN 0.29 2.30% 0.37 0.30

Bang-bang control is the fastest algorithm but also the least efficient one. It is not

smooth enough to adapt itself to the shape of the objects and can crush them. As

explained in [134] and, the shooting function of the bang-bang controller is usually

regularised by employing additional controllers. However, bang-bang control can be

used to grab a heavy object. The higher the PAMs pressure, the slower the PAMs

contract, which is why their elasticity automatically opposes itself to the shooting

function effect in that case. BSC may be the most accurate algorithm, but also the
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slowest one. As for PID control, BSC permits the fingers to adapt to the shape of

objects with backward movements.

Nevertheless, because of proportional and integral controls, PID loops have the

advantage of making the fingers move faster. As for conventional PID, BSC depends

on derivative and double derivative controls. This is the reason why the grasping

time is much higher with the BSC, as it is not combined with proportional or integral

controls. Therefore, it takes 0.30 seconds for the fingers to stabilise themselves with

BSC against 0.20 seconds for PID control and 0.20 seconds for bang-bang control.

Indeed, the main advantage of BSC is its ability to regulate nonlinear actuators. This

is the reason why these two algorithms receive feedback from pressure or position

sensors, as in [121]. Nevertheless, in the case discussed here, the feedback is received

from force sensors directly implemented on the mechanical structure instead of the

actuators themselves, as in previous research [27, 135].

4.2 Control of the Ambidextrous Robot Arm

Forward and inverse kinematics of robotic manipulators are two of the most common

problems in robotics addressed in almost all major textbooks on this subject. In

the forward kinematics problem the end-effector’s location in Cartesian space, that

is, its position and orientation, is determined based on the joint variables. The

joint variables are the angles between the links, in the case of rotational joints,

or the link extension, in the case of prismatic joints. Conversely, given a desired

end-effector position and orientation, the inverse kinematics problem refers to finding

the values of the joint variables that allow the manipulator to reach the given

location. While forward kinematic is rather straightforward, solving the inverse

kinematics problem for robotic manipulators is a difficult and also quite challenging

task. The complexity of this problem is given by the robot’s geometry and the

nonlinear trigonometric equations that describe the mapping between the Cartesian
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space and the joint space [136–139]. Although a closed form solution to this problem

is preferable in many applications, most of the time this is impossible to find.

Therefore, various other ways to determine the solution to the inverse kinematics

problem were proposed. These include, among others, listed in [140], geometrical

solutions (where possible), numerical algorithms based on optimisation techniques

[141–143], evolutionary computing [139, 144–147] or neural networks [148–150].

The forward and inverse kinematics of the ambidextrous robot arm are discussed

in this section. The use of ANFIS to produce the solution to the inverse kinematic

problem for the ambidextrous robot arm is presented. The ANFIS is trained using

the data provided by the forward kinematics to learn the inverse forward mapping

of the configuration space. This means, the end-effector’s position, as well as its

orientation are given as inputs and the ANFIS identifies which joint configuration

corresponds to the given localization of the end-effector. The modified MANFIS

controller is found to be the best control to drive the ambidextrous arm. Efficiency

of the arm is proved through experiments by comparing its performance with a

traditional robot arm.

4.2.1 Forward Kinematics of the Ambidextrous Robot Arm

Robotic arms are composed of links that are interconnected by joints to form a

kinematic chain as shown in Figure 4.15. First of all, geometric parameters are used

to define the ambidextrous robot arm as shown in Figure 4.16. The arm has five

joints as shown in Figure 4.17. It consists of one fixed link and five movable links

that are fixed with the ambidextrous robot hand [151]. It is connected with the 14

DOF hand that also possess ambidextrous features; hence, it can bend its fingers

in both ways left side and right side [152]. In robotics, mainly two types of joints

are used: revolute and prismatic. In our case, revolute joints connect all the links
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through a serial link mechanism.

The length of each link is defined to be the distance between adjacent joint axes.

The servo motor that is driving link one is permanently fixed to the base of an

ambidextrous arm, θ1represents the angle between the x-axis and link 1. θ2 is the

angle between link 1 and link 2, θ3 between link 2 and link 3. An actuator driving link

4 generating θ4 and θ5 is generated by actuator driving link 5. Robotic manipulators

are designed to perform various tasks mostly using end effectors. So in order to

perform such tasks, the position and orientation of the end effector must be known.

Then, the position and orientation of the end effector in terms of a joint variable

are calculated. This technique is called forward kinematics. Calculating forward

kinematics of a robot is often considered the very first step in robotic research.

The Denavit Hardenberg (DH) approach has been used to determine the forward

kinematics and to assign the axis to movable joints. There are various approaches

to model the robot arm such as Screw Theory representation; Hayati Roberts and

geometric modelling DH approach are suitable for the ambidextrous robotic arm

structure. Other approaches may be beneficial only in the case where the DH

approach does not handle parallel z − axis.
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Figure 4.15: Mechanical structure of the ambidextrous robot arm translated into
links and joints.

The DH convention describes a systematic way to develop the forward kinematics of

any robot. The kinematic analysis allows the designer to obtain key information on

the position and orientation of each joint and link within the mechanical structure.

This information is necessary for subsequent dynamic analysis along with control

paths. The transformation set given below can be used to locate i− 1 axes of a point

xi (revolute joint) placed on the ith link:
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Figure 4.16: Kinematic configuration and joint model of the five-joint ambidextrous
robotic arm.

Ai = H(d, zi−1)H(θ, zi−1)H(a, xi)H(α, xi) (i = 1, ...n) (4.4)

where H is a 4 x 4 matrix. It is used to represent a homogeneous transformation.

where H(α, xi) =



1 0 0 0

0 cos(αi) − sin(αi) 0

0 sin(αi) cos(αi) 0

0 0 0 1


(4.5)
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H(a, xi) =



1 0 0 ai

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


(4.6)

H(θ, zi−1) =



cos(θi) − sin(θi) 0 0

sin(θi) cos(θi) 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


(4.7)

H(d, zi−1) =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 di

0 0 0 1


(4.8)

Applying the matrix multiplication

Ai =



cos(θi) − cos(αi) sin(θi) sin(αi) sin(αi) ai cos(θi)

sin(θi) cos(θi) cos(αi) − sin(αi) cos(θi) ai cos(θi)

0 sin(αi) cos(αi) di

0 0 0 1


(4.9)
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Figure 4.17: 3D model of the ambidextrous robot arm.

Table 4.2: DH parameter of the ambidextrous robot arm.

Link di ai αi θi

1 l1 0 90 θ1
2 0 0 -90 θ2
3 l2 + l3 0 90 θ3
4 0 0 -90 θ4
5 l4 + l5 0 0 θ5

Using the DH convention, θi describes joint angle of xi axis relative to xi−1 axis

defined according to the right-hand rule about zi−1 axis, distance from the origin is

denoted by di of the i− 1 axes to the intersection of the zi−1 axis with the xi axis

and measured along the zi−1 axis, ai is minimum distance between zi−1 and zi and

αi describes an offset angle of zi axis relative to zi−1 axis measured about the xi axis

using right-hand rule. To obtain the forward kinematics transformation matrix T 0
n

based on homogenous transformations and DH convention. All the reference systems
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are located that are required in making sure the DH coordinate frame assumptions

are satisfied. Then the table of link parametera is created as shown in Table 4.2. A

homogeneous transformation matrix Ai is formed that was later used to compute

the position and orientation of the end effector. Since all the parameters are known

that are required to form the homogeneous transformation matrices Ai, it is time to

enter these parameters into Equation (4.9) to find A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and T 0
1 , T 1

2 ,

T 2
3 , T 3

4 and T 4
5 .

Position and orientation of the tool frame expressed in the base coordinates can be

located easily from T 0
5 .

T 0
1 = A1 =



cos(θ1) 0 sin(θ1) 0

sin(θ1) 0 − cos(θ1) 0

0 1 0 l1

0 0 0 1


(4.10)

T 1
2 = A2 =



cos(θ2) 0 sin(θ2) 0

sin(θ2) 0 − cos(θ2) 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 1


(4.11)

T 2
3 = A3 =



cos(θ3) 0 sin(θ3) 0

sin(θ3) 0 − cos(θ3) 0

0 1 0 l2 + l3

0 0 0 1


(4.12)
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T 3
4 = A4 =



cos(θ4) 0 sin(θ4) 0

sin(θ4) 0 − cos(θ4) 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 1


(4.13)

T 4
5 = A5 =



cos(θ5) 0 sin(θ5) 0

sin(θ5) 0 − cos(θ5) 0

0 1 0 l4 + l5

0 0 0 1


(4.14)

T 0
5 =



r11 r12 r13 dx

r21 r22 r23 dy

r31 r32 r33 dz

0 0 0 1


(4.15)

T 0
5 = A1A2A3A4A5 = T 0

1 T
1
2 T

2
3 T

3
4 T

4
5 (4.16)

Where the values of the transformation matrix elements have been listed in appendix

A.

The forward kinematics matrix computed above has been implemented and verified in

MATLAB that is a computer programming language. MATLAB is a multi-paradigm

numerical computing environment and proprietary programming language developed

by MathWorks. A maximum range of motion (full-extension, when all joints are

stretched to cover maximum area where an arm can reach) in the xyz plane of the

ambidextrous robot arm is shown in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Workspace of the ambidextrous arm in full-extension mode.

The full extension represents the total area covered by the end effector while ma-

nipulator executes all possible motions. In MATLAB program, all joint variables

were given specific DOF and simulation was run to evaluate the area. The derived

equation using the forward kinematic approach is verified using MATLAB program.

Theta values and position of end-effector for each plot is given in Table 4.3 and

snapshot of different angles an ambidextrous arm is capable of making is shown in

Figure 4.19.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19: Forward kinematic equation verified at various angles listed in Table
4.3.

There are many software available in the market to calculate the forward dynamics

of the robot arm. Robo-Analyzer is employed in this research to design a 5 DOF

robot arm and assigned the input parameters such as joint type, joint offset, link

lengths, and twist angles, initial and final values to replicate the ambidextrous robot

arm movements.
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Table 4.3: Theta values and position of end-effector for each plot.

Position
Theta values (deg) The position of End Effector (m)

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 X-axis Y-axis Z-axis
a 0 0 0 0 0 -0.40 -0.10 1.20
b 90 45 0 0 0 0.37 -0.17 0.90
c 90 0 180 90 0 0.25 -0.17 0.50
d 90 45 180 45 0 0.45 -0.17 0.40

4.2.2 Inverse Kinematics of the Ambidextrous Robot Arm

Unlike forward kinematics, finding an inverse kinematic solution is relatively hard in

particular when dealing with multiple DOF robots. Usually, there is always more

than one inverse solution and choosing the best solution by specifying the type of

configuration the user prefers is key to moving the robot arm to the desired position.

For instance, a one revolving joint robot arm will have only one possible inverse

solution to define the position of the end effector while a six revolving joint robot

may have 16 different solutions to define the same position of the end effector. The

relationship between Joint Space and Cartesian Space as well as forward kinematics

and inverse kinematics is shown in Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Forward and inverse kinematics relationship.

In inverse kinematics the most challenging task is to solve the complicated equations

and to deal with multiple possible solutions. The complexity of this problem and

possible alternative approaches are discussed in [153, 154]. Some simulation based

platforms exist that do all the calculations but sometimes selecting the best one is

difficult. In order to explain the difficulty of solving the inverse kinematics problem,

the position of the hand (dx, dy, dz) will be formulated with respect to arm base

frame as Equation (4.17):


dx

dy

dz

 =


Cθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Sθ1Sθ3)Sθ4 − (Cθ1Sθ2Cθ4)](l4 + l5)− (l2 + l3)− (Cθ1Sθ2)

−(Sθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Cθ1Sθ3)Sθ4(Sθ1Sθ2Cθ4)](l4 + l5)− (l2 + l3)− (Cθ1Sθ2)

−(Sθ2Cθ3Sθ4 + Cθ2Cθ4)(l4 + l5)− (l2 + l3)(Cθ2) + l1


(4.17)

By differentiating both sides of Equation (4.17) with respect to θ, the velocity in the
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task space of the hand will result as Equation (4.18).

ẋ = Jθ̇ (4.18)

where ẋ is the velocity at task-space, J is the robot arm Jacobian matrix that map

the position and the orientation of the hand to the joint-space, and θ̇ is the joint

velocity. The Jacobian matrix is represented in Equation (4.19).

J =


∂Px
∂Pθ1

∂Px
∂Pθ2

∂Px
∂Pθ3

∂Px
∂Pθ4

∂Px
∂Pθ5

∂Py
∂Pθ1

∂Py
∂Pθ2

∂Py
∂Pθ3

∂Py
∂Pθ4

∂Py
∂Pθ5

∂Pz
∂Pθ1

∂Pz
∂Pθ2

∂Pz
∂Pθ3

∂Pz
∂Pθ4

∂Pz
∂Pθ5

 (4.19)

The problem of the inverse kinematic is to get the velocity in configuration space

(θ̇) by giving the velocity in task space (ẋ). Therefore, Equation (4.18) should be

inverted to get a linear form as Equation (4.20).

θ̇ = J−1ẋ (4.20)

It is clear from Equation (4.20) that the matrix of Jacobian is not square. So, the

inversion process is not straightforward. Many methods in literature have dealt with

this problem either analytically or numerically. One of the most commonly used

methods is an ANFIS.

4.2.3 Adaptive Network Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)

Fuzzy interference system (FIS) is commonly used in robotics field where complex

systems (n-joint robotic arms operating in three-dimensional input spaces) are

employed. In simple terms, if an arm is required to move from point A to point

B, a microcontroller runs inverse kinematics calculations from initial configuration
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of the arm to the desired configuration. The higher the DOF, the higher the

complexity of the calculations required to complete the task. This complexity

increases the time it takes to make all the necessary calculations and slows down

the productivity of the whole system. FIS is employed to address this problem by

creating a simple mathematical function having all the parameters of an arm. Then

all the microcontroller has to do is extract the value of given input depending on an

algorithm instructed by the user.

Adaptive Network (AN) is a network structure consisting of nodes and directional

links, and in practice, AN is considered a superset of multilayered feed forward NNs

with supervised learning capabilities. The basic rule of AN is based on gradient

descent and the chain rule. ANFIS utilises network topology to reduce the opti-

misation search space. The design objective of the fuzzy controller is to learn and

improve in terms of performance despite the system facing disturbances. An ANFIS

is similar to a NN that is based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy interference system. The

objective of ANFIS is to integrate both fuzzy logic and NN principles. Fuzzy logic

(FL) and artificial neural networks (ANNs), despite their successful use in many

challenging control situations, still have drawbacks that limit them to only some

applications. Their combined advantages have thus become the subject of much

research into ways of overcoming their disadvantages. Neuro-fuzziness is one resulting

rapidly emerging field. ANFIS network, proposed by Jang, is one popular neuro-fuzzy

system [140, 155–157]. It could offer the benefit of both in a single framework and

be considered as a universal estimator. ANFIS is best option to choose between

neural network and fuzzy systems, providing smoothness (due to fuzzy control) and

adaptability (due to neural network back propagation). For example in [158], ANFIS

is applied to solve the IK of the SCARA robot, in [159] it is applied to a redundant

planar 4 DOF manipulator with rotational joints and in [160] for a 6 DOF human

upper limb.
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However, in all these papers which report the ANFIS based solution to the IK only

the position of the end-effector is taken into account. Its orientation is not used to

compute the angular position of joints. As far control of the ambidextrous robot arm

is concerned both position and orientation problem is considered. ANFIS corresponds

to a set of fuzzy if-then rules that have learning capability to approximate nonlinear

functions. Fuzzy if-then rules express conditions IF A THEN B, where A and B are

fuzzy set labels characterised by appropriate Membership Function (MF). If-then

rules help the user make decisions in an uncertain and imprecise environment. Thus,

a hypothesis is created from the parameterised mathematical model and data is

generated using forward kinematics (due to quick and straightforward outcomes).

The NN is used to tune the MF of Sugeno type fuzzy interference system.

There are two types of fuzzy systems: Mamdani and Sugeno models. Fuzzy interfer-

ence system is shown in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21: Schematic diagram of a fuzzy inference system.
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Figure 4.22: ANFIS architecture

There are three main blocks of FIS as listed below:

1. A fuzzification interference unit which transforms the input into degrees of a

match with linguistic values works by comparing the input variables with the MFs

to obtain membership values of the linguistic label.

2. A knowledge-based composed of the database (define MFs of the fuzzy set) and

rule-based (contain If-Then rule).

3. A defuzzification interference unit which transforms the fuzzy results into an

output.

ANFIS is a multi-layered feed forward network in which each node performs a

particular node function as shown in Figure 4.22. To represent different adaptive

networks both circle nodes (fixed node) and square nodes (adaptive node) are used.

The formula of function may vary node to node as it depends on the overall input-

output function. For simplicity, consider a first order Sugeno fuzzy model with two
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inputs, x and y and one output z. Imagine rule base contains two if-then rules of

Takagi and Sugeno:

Rule1 : IF (x is A1) and (y is B1) then (f1 = P1x+Q1y +R1)

Rule2 : IF (x is A2) and (y is B2) then (f2 = P2x+Q2y +R2)

Where x and y are the inputs, Ai and Bi are the fuzzy sets, fi are the outputs within

the fuzzy region specified by fuzzy rules: Pi, Qi and Ri are the design parameters

that are determined during the training process.

Layer 1: Every node is a square node (adaptive nodes) in layer 1. Parameters in the

layers are called premise parameters. The output of layer 1 is a fuzzy membership

grade of the inputs, which are given by

O1
i = µAi(x) i = 1, 2 (4.21)

or

O1
i = µBi(y) i = 1, 2 (4.22)

Where x (or y) is the input node i and Ai or Bi is a linguistic label associated with

this node and µAi (x), µBi (y) can adopt any fuzzy MF.

Layer 2: Every node is a circle node in layer 2.

O2
i = Wi = µAi(x) µBi(y) (4.23)

Where i = 1 : 2 , W is weight and O is the output of the layer. The output of this

layer can be represented as a firing strength of the rules.

Layer 3: Every node is a circle node in layer 3.
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O3
i = Wi = Wi

(W1 +W2) (4.24)

Where i = 1 : 2 the ith node calculates the ratio of ith rule’s firing strength to the

sum of all firing outputs are called normalized firing strengths.

Layer 4: Every node is a square node in layer 4. The output of each node in this

layer is a product of the normalised firing strength and a first-order polynomial.

O4
i = W ifi = Wi(Pix+Qiy +Ri) (4.25)

Where i = 1 : 2, Wi is the normalized firing strength from layer 3 and (Pix+Qiy+Ri)

is the parameter set of this node.

Layer 5: This layer has only one node that sums all incoming signals and represents

the overall output of the model. This node performs the summation of all incoming

nodes.

O5
i =

2∑
i=1

W ifi =
∑2

i=1 Wifi

W1 +W2
i = 1, 2 (4.26)

After this phase, the optimal values of these membership function parameters and

consequential parameters are set by a hybrid learning algorithm that combines the

method of least squares with the backpropagation learning algorithm. Finally, the

ANFIS output is calculated by means of consequential parameters and Least Square

Error (LSE) [161].
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Figure 4.23: ANFIS Model Structure.

The Neuro-Fuzzy Designer app (as shown in Figure 4.23) is used to design, train,

and test adaptive ANFIS using input/output training data. It is useful in modifying

interference system before tuning MF of Sugeno type FIS, based on training data

generate an initial inference system, prevent over fitting to the training data, using

testing data test the generalisation ability of tuned system and export tuned data to

MATLAB workspace. A basic flow diagram of computation in ANFIS is presented

in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Basic flow diagram of computations in ANFIS.

The process of using ANFIS technique involves data generation (hypothesise a model

structure) of all possible angles lying within the possible joint range of movement.

The forward kinematic formula is used at this stage to a deduce a combination of all

theta values. Then, the ANFIS solution is built specifically to address the problem

in question. An ANFIS network can only predict angles when they are trained

with sample input-output data. After training the network an important step is to

validate the network to determine how well the ANFIS network would perform inside

a large control system. Until a satisfactory solution is found, different configuration

parameters to the ANFIS function should be tried. Finally, in the large control

system, the trained ANFIS network is used as a reference to determine what angles

of the arm should be given to reach the desired location of the manipulator. The

system will apply appropriate force on each joint to make a move once knowledge of

desired angles and the current angle are known.
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(a) Checking data. (b) Training data.

(c) Member function user input GUI. (d) Training error.

(e) Rule view window. (f) MF Editor.

Figure 4.25: Different stages of ANFIS technique using ANFIS toolbox in MATLAB.

Some of the key stages during training an ANFIS network using ANFIS toolbox in

MATLAB including the command window are captured in Figure 4.25. An example

is considered to show how the Sugeno type fuzzy system is created trained and tested

using the neuro-fuzzy Designer. The neuro-fuzzy designer command is used to open
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the neuro-fuzzy designer that lets users number of tasks namely: loading, plotting

and clearing the data, generating or loading the initial FIS structure, training the

FIS and validating the trained FIS. The training data set that includes the desired

input/output is loaded. The data that required modelling is loaded in the form of an

array with the data arranged as column vectors and output data in the last column.

Similarly testing and checking data can also be loaded in the designer app.

A user is required to specify the data type, and either data from file or a workshop

is loaded by clicking Load Data button. After the loading of data, it displays the

plot. The training, testing and checking data are shown in blue colour as circles,

diamonds and pulses respectively. The user then needs to focus on generating FIS

portion in the designer app at the bottom centre of the designer app. There are three

options given on the designer app namely: load from file, load from the workshop,

grid partition (generates a single-output Sugeno-type FIS by using grid partitioning

on the data) and sub-clustering (generates an initial model for ANFIS training by

first applying subtractive clustering on the data). After loading the training data

and generating the initial FIS structure, the process of training the FIS is started

by choosing a hybrid or backpropagate option from drop-down menu optimisation

method. Each row of training data is the desired input/output of the target system

to be modelled, and each row starts with an input vector that is followed by an

output value. The MF parameters are trained using the optimisation method. Stop

criteria is set by entering the training Epochs and the training error tolerance. The

training error is the difference between the training data output value and the output

of the fuzzy interference system. The training process automatically stops when

the maximum threshold is reached. The checking data has the same format as the

training data, and it is used to test the generalisation capability of FIS at each epoch.

After training the FIS, error plots are examined to see overfitting during the training

process. The checking error is the difference between the checking output value and

the output of the FIS. Model validation is the last step in the whole process.
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4.2.4 ANFIS Controller Design for the Ambidextrous Robot

Arm

This section describes an ANFIS network developed and trained to control the

ambidextrous robot arm. Using ANFIS toolbox in MATLAB, all 5 joints is derived

by 5 different ANFIS networks as shown in Figure 4.29. Any application of ANFIS

requires detailed knowledge of fuzzy logic as ANFIS demands a careful choice of

suitable shape and MFs. Selection of such parameters affects not only the efficiency

of the ANFIS model but also computational cost. Various MFs can be used to solve

any given problem. A Gaussian shape of the MF is a very popular choice due to its

smooth representation of input space. There were number of tests performed to find

the suitable ANFIS network. The results are listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Training and data set validation for θ1.

Te
st

N
o.

fo
r
(J
oi
nt
)
θ 1

Optimisation method
Membership
Functions

Tr
ai
ni
ng

Ep
oc
h Average error

N
um

be
r
of

M
Fs

Ty
pe

of
M
Fs

Tr
ai
ni
ng

Te
st
in
g

C
he
ck
in
g

1 Backpropagation 5 Trimf 1200 0.13 0.13 0.48
2 Backpropagation 3 Trimf 1200 0.27 0.27 0.99
3 Hybrid 5 Trimf 1200 0.16 0.17 0.64
4 Hybrid 3 Trimf 1200 0.28 0.27 0.96
5 Hybrid 5 Trapmf 1200 0.14 0.13 0.57
6 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.11 0.11 0.42
7 Hybrid 5 Gbellmf 1200 0.15 0.15 0.52
8 Hybrid 5 Dimf 1200 0.14 0.14 0.48
9 Hybrid 5 Psigmf 1200 0.12 0.12 0.45
10 Backpropagation 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.11 0.12 0.44

It is apparent from the results summarised in Table 4.4 that the best result was

achieved in test 6. Training plots for θ1 are shown in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.26: Training, testing and checking error vs Epochs for θ1 (Test 6) is plotted.

The same settings of test 6 from Table 4.4 were copied for θ2, θ3, θ4 and θ5 to achieve

satisfactory results. Table 4.5 presents the results of ANFIS training for θ2, θ3, θ4

and θ5 with the same setting introduced earlier for θ1.

The ANFIS training methodology is summarised in Figure 4.27. First, the training

data set and checking data set are obtained in the form of input-output vectors at

the beginning of the process. The membership function is computed based on these

vectors. Then, the error between the desired and actual output is determined. Once

the membership function is known, system training begins. After this process, final

membership function and training error from the training data sets are produced.

Finally, results obtained from training are tested, and ANFIS structures can be

viewed at the end.

The training error can be reduced by changing the key parameters such as membership

function, increasing the number of the input membership function, increasing the

number of epochs or increasing the training data. However, the key to determining

the most suitable ANFIS network lies in a balancing exercise to find the mean point

between network computing time and training error.
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Table 4.5: Training and data set validation for θ1 to θ5.
Jo
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im
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n
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d
Membership Functions

Tr
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ng
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h Average error

Number of MFs Type of MFs

Tr
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ng

Te
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g

C
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ck
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g

θ1 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.11 0.11 0.42

θ2 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.06 0.06 0.24

θ3 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.09 0.09 0.28

θ4 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.16 0.15 0.32

θ5 Hybrid 5 Gauss2mf 1200 0.18 0.16 0.34
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Figure 4.27: ANFIS training methodology.
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Figure 4.28: General MANFIS architecture.

ANFIS has one output, and in order to move multiple joints, multiple ANFIS networks

are required as shown in Figure 4.28. For the ambidextrous robot arm specifically

five ANFIS networks namely ANFIS-1, ANFIS-2, ANFIS-3, ANFIS-4, and ANFIS-5

are used to solve the problem of inverse kinematics. Multiple ANFIS also known as

(MANFIS) is modelled in Simulink software as shown in Figure 4.29. The MANFIS

maps the input in task space to the joint angles in joint space, and joint angles are

used to determine the desired trajectory.

Figure 4.29 shows a Simulink diagram for the controller. The controller contains five

ANFIS with six inputs (X, Y, Z, Rx, Ry and Rz) and five output (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4 and

θ5).
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Figure 4.29: MANFIS modelled in Simulink software.

In order to evaluate the ability of the controller to solve the inverse kinematics

problem, the controller has been tested with three paths. The first path in 2D plane

(Y-Z) and the other paths in 3D space (X-Y-Z) as shown in Figure 4.30.
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(a) Top view. (b) Right view.

(c) Front view. (d) Isometric view.

Figure 4.30: The desired paths in the task space. The black circle represents a
circular path in y-z plane. The two other paths in x, y and z axes are illustrated by
a red arc and a blue circle respectively.

The results will be presented in the following figures for both the desired and the

response of the controller. Further, the desired path and the predicted one along

each axis (x, y and z) combined with difference between the two paths. The first

evaluated path will be the circle in y-z plane. Figure 4.31 depicts the desired and the

predicted path. The red color path is produced by the robot hand in the operational

space. The average difference between the two paths in the y-axis and z-axis are

illustrated in Figures 4.32 and 4.33 respectively. The maximum difference is about

0.5 cm in both axes. A short video for this experiment is available in [162].
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(a) Y-Z plane. (b) X-Y plane.

(c) X-Z plane. (d) Three dimension view.

Figure 4.31: The desired path (blue color) and the predicted path (red color) in the
task space produced by the robot hand.
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Figure 4.32: The hand position along y-axis for the circle path in y-z plane.

Figure 4.33: The hand position along z-axis for the circle path in y-z plane.
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In general, solving inverse kinematic problem in 2D workspace is easy due to the

limited effect for the orientation parameters at the end effector of the robot. Therefore,

the next evaluation will exploit a circular path in x, y and z axes. Figure 4.34 shows

four views for the desired and predicted paths. The difference between the two paths

along x, y and z axes are shown in Figures 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37 respectively. The

maximum error between the two paths is approximately 0.4 cm. The results of using

this type of controller is expected as more constraints are imposed by the orientation

parameters.

(a) X-Y plane. (b) X-Z plane.

(c) Y-Z plane. (d) Three dimension view.

Figure 4.34: The desired path (blue color) and the predicted path (red color) in the
task space produced by the robot end effector.
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Figure 4.35: The hand position along x-axis for the circle path in x, y and z axes.

Figure 4.36: The hand position along y-axis for the circle path in x, y and z axes.
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Figure 4.37: The hand position along z-axis for the circle path in x, y and z axes.

From the results shown in Figures 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37 it is apparent that MANFIS-1

controller that is used to produce the robot path did not produce the satisfactory

results. It is noted that the controller failed to produce the trajectory in all axes.

This suggests a different approach is required for controllers to work efficiently in an

ambidextrous environment. Therefore, a new controller (as shown in Figure 4.38) was

designed in Simulink to achieve the ambidexterity element. Five ANFIS networks

formed each MANFIS and were driven by a selector block. The idea of using if block

(selector) comes from the observation of results where the MANFIS-1 controller can

produce a satisfactory result within the specified ranges it is trained for, and the

same can be applied to the MANFIS-2 controller. So by having a selector, it is

possible to select the best possible controller for the given axis.
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Figure 4.38: Ambidextrous robot arm controller designed in Simulink.

The previous desired path (circular path in 3D) will be utilised to evaluate the

proposed controller. Figure 4.39 shows four views for the desired and predicted paths.

It’s obvious that the controller gave a perfect response to produce the joint angles of

the robot arm. The maximum error is about 0.2 cm as shown in Figures 4.40, 4.41

and 4.42. A short video for this experiment is available in [163].
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(a) X-Y plane. (b) X-Z plane.

(c) Y-Z plane. (d) Three dimension view.

Figure 4.39: The desired path (blue color) and the predicted path (red color) in the
task space produced by the robot end effector.
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Figure 4.40: The hand position along x-axis for the circular path in x, y and z axes.

Figure 4.41: The hand position along y-axis for the circular path in x, y and z axes.
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Figure 4.42: The hand position along z-axis for the circular path in x, y and z axes.

To further validate the proposed controller, an arc path in 3D is chosen for this

experiment. The diameter of arc path is 105 cm. The wide range of the path impose

more complexity on the controller to generate the joints angles. The results of the

desired and the predicted path are presented in Figure 4.43. Although the desired

path has a wide range of motion, the response of the controller to produce the joints

angles of the robot was typical. In term of the difference between the two paths,

Figures 4.44, 4.45 and 4.46 clearly illustrate that the maximum error is approximately

0.2 cm which is acceptable in robotic applications. A short video for this experiment

is available in [164].
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(a) X-Y plane. (b) X-Z plane.

(c) Y-Z plane. (d) Three dimension view.

Figure 4.43: The desired path (blue color) and the predicted path (red color) in the
task space produced by the robot end effector.
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Figure 4.44: The hand position along x-axis for the arc path.

Figure 4.45: The hand position along y-axis for the arc path.
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Figure 4.46: The hand position along z-axis for the arc path.

In the following experiment, velocity parameter is inserted to the trajectory by

differentiating the input of each ANFIS. The selected path for this evaluation is

generated by combining two curves. Figure 4.47 shows four views for the robot

environment and the path. The distances between adjacent nodes of the generated

path are not same which means the robot will move in different speed along the

whole trajectory.
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(a) Top view. (b) Right view.

(c) Front view. (d) Isometric view.

Figure 4.47: The desired paths in the task space for the combined curves path.

Figure 4.48 presents the desired and the predicted trajectory for the combined curves

path. Although the parameters of the velocity have been added to the controller, the

robot followed the desired trajectory perfectly. The maximum difference between

the desired and the predicted paths is approximately 0.2 cm. A short video for this

experiment is available in [165].
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(a) x-y plane. (b) x-z plane.

(c) y-z plane. (d) x, y and z axes.

Figure 4.48: The desired paths in the task space for the combined curves path.

Figure 4.52 represents the produced joints angles for the ambidextrous robot arm.

The joints transitions are very smooth. Further, its clear from the figure that the

velocity of the robot has been drooped slightly after 50 seconds (for about 20 seconds)

and then resumed after time 70 seconds. This period represent the space where the

two curves have been combined.
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Figure 4.49: The hand position along x-axis for the combined curves path.

Figure 4.50: The hand position along y-axis for the combined curves path.
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Figure 4.51: The hand position along z-axis for the combined curves path.

Figure 4.52: The joint values to produce the combined path at the robot hand.
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4.2.5 The Efficiency of the Robot Arm

Robots are widely used in industry due to their efficiency and high performance.

Many of them are employed in industry where the highest percentage of energy

is consumed. Therefore, completing tasks with minimal energy consumption has

become point of interest for many researchers [166]. Nevertheless, the optimisation

of the power consumption is still a challenging task. In this section, the aim was

to verify the efficiency of the robot arm in term of the power consumption. The

performance of the ambidextrous robot was compared with a conventional robot.

Figure 4.53 shows a robot arm that was used in the experiments and the main

specification of this robot has been illustrated in the Appendix C. The model of

this robot was designed in SolidWorks 2018 and it was exported to SimMechanics

environment.

Figure 4.53: A conventional robot arm that was used in the experiments.
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The two robots follow a semi-circular path. This path is generated using three points

in as xyz plane and the intermediate points have been interpolated using a quantic

polynomial to get the continuous velocity and acceleration for both robots [167].

Figure 4.54 and Figure 4.55 show the position of the hand of the ambidextrous

arm and the end effector of the conventional arm in all three axis (x, y and z axis)

respectively. Short videos of the two robot while performing the tasks are available

in [168, 169].

Figure 4.54: The position of the ambidextrous arm in x, y and z axis
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Figure 4.55: The position of conventional arm in x, y and z axis.

The experiment is divided in two parts. The first part each robot follow the

specified path with no load. The robots carried a load of 0.5 kg by the hand for the

ambidextrous arm and by the gripper for the normal robot in the second part. A

snapshot of the ambidextrous arm and the conventional arm while passing through

the path is depicted in Figure 4.56.
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(a) Initial point (b) Middle point (c) Final point

(d) Initial point (e) Middle Point (f) Final point

Figure 4.56: Snapshots while the ambidextrous arm (a) (b) (c) and the conventional
arm (d) (e) (f) follow the path.

Two tasks are performed on the ambidextrous arm to validate the design. First the

torque exerted by the arm on each joint is noted while no load is placed and then

with 0.5 kg load. The purpose of this experiment was to see the torque exerted on

each joint and then compare it with the conventional arm performance doing exactly

the same tasks. The torque for both robots has been calculated depending on the

Euler–Lagrange equation as represented in Equation (4.27) [170].

M(θ)θ̈ +H(θ, θ̇)θ̇ +G(θ) = τ (4.27)

where M ∈ <(5×5), is the inertia matrix of the system, θ̈ ∈ <(5×1)is the joint

acceleration, H (θ, θ̇) ∈ <(5×1) is a vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, G∈ <(5×1)

is vector of gravity forces, τ ∈ <(5×1) is vector of joint torques.
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Figures 4.57 to 4.61 depict the torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm.

Figure 4.57: The torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm in joint one.

Figure 4.58: The torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm in joint two.
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Figure 4.59: The torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm in joint three.

Figure 4.60: The torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm in joint four.
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Figure 4.61: The torque exerted by the ambidextrous arm in joint five.

Similarly, the two tasks were assigned to the conventional arm to see the torque

exerted on each joint in both scenarios. Figures 4.62 to 4.63 show the torque exerted

by the conventional arm while performing the two tasks.
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Figure 4.62: The torque exerted by the conventional arm in joint one.

Figure 4.63: Magnified part of the torque exerted in joint one for time from 0-0.7 s.
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Figure 4.64: The torque exerted by the conventional arm in joint two.

Figure 4.65: The torque exerted by the conventional arm in joint three.
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Figure 4.66: The torque exerted by the conventional arm in joint four.

It is clear from this experiment that the exerted torque at only joint one and two

in the ambidextrous arm have been changed when carrying a load. Whereas, the

exerted torque at every joint of the conventional robot arm has been changed. This

verifies the effectiveness of the ambidextrous arm design.

In order to verify the efficiency of the ambidextrous arm design, acceleration graphs

are obtained through experiment. If acceleration stays the same in both scenarios

(without load and with load) it proves the efficiency of the design. By comparing

the results of how the arm behaves with load and without load, the efficiency of the

design can be deduced. The acceleration of the ambidextrous arm in the x-axis and

y-axis is shown in Figures 4.67 and 4.68 respectively.
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Figure 4.67: The acceleration of the EE in x-axis (The ambidextrous arm).

Figure 4.68: The acceleration of the EE in y-axis (The ambidextrous arm).
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Similarly, the acceleration of the conventional arm in the x-axis and y-axis is shown

in Figure 4.69 and Figure 4.70 respectively. The conventional arm is also tested in

both scenarios first without load then with 0.5 kg load. It can be observed from both

figures that acceleration has changed.

Figure 4.69: The acceleration of the EE in x-axis (The conventional arm).
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Figure 4.70: The acceleration of the EE in y-axis (The conventional arm).

By comparing Figure 4.67 and Figure 4.68 with Figure 4.69 and Figure 4.70, efficiency

of ambidextrous design is evident.

4.3 Chapter Summary

In section 4.1.2, a feasibility analysis for combining conventional controllers with

neural networks was presented. While conventional methods such as PID control are

widely used and reliable, combining them with artificial intelligence approaches offers

better accuracy rates. All the tests were carried out on a novel 3D printed multi-finger

ambidextrous robot hand. Force sensors were used to trigger the algorithm. The

grasping trajectory of each finger was combined with data from the adjacent fingers

to improve accuracy.

In section 4.2, modelling of the ambidextrous robotic arm was presented. First,

links and joints were identified, DH convention for frame assignment introduced,
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and forward kinematics calculated. Furthermore, the inverse kinematic problem was

discussed in great detail. Due to the complexity of computing inverse kinematics for

an ambidextrous robot arm, an artificial neural fuzzy interference system (ANFIS)

was employed. When ANFIS failed to produce satisfactory results due to the nature

of ambidextrous design, Multiple ANFIS was then used to improve accuracy. Use of

an ‘IF’ block as a selector to switch between appropriate MANFIS was implemented.

A model for an ambidextrous robot arm was designed, modelled and tested to

confirm the validity of the results. From the results, it was confirmed that the use of

MANFIS may be the most appropriate solution in controlling ambidextrous systems.

The efficiency of the ambidextrous arm was tested by comparing its performance

with a traditional robot arm. Both the exerted torque and the acceleration of the

end effector (in x and y direction) have been used to accomplish the tasks in two

cases (load and no load). The experiments have proved the effectiveness of the

ambidextrous arm in terms of power consumption and stability.
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Conclusion

This thesis was related to successful design, development and control of the ambidex-

trous robot arm. It offered greater range of movement than conventional dexterous

arms. In addition to the design, combined use of PAMs with motors in the project

was unlike any other robotic arm. Literature review chapter compiled the references

of existing work and confirmed none of the arms found in literature offered an

ambidextrous feature of this nature as proposed in the thesis. Therefore, the novel

design of the ambidextrous robotic arm was proposed. Since design of the arm was

unique, naturally it required a new approach to control the arm. When existing

controllers failed to drive the arm, modified MANFIS controller was proposed.

The concept of the ambidextrous robot hand was originally proposed by Dr Emre

Akyürek in 2015 [40]. The existing design was good enough to prove the basic

ambidextrous design concept of hand, but it was not possible to interlink the hand

with the arm without improvements. Therefore, number of changes were done to

improve the existing hand (see section 3.1). These changes were addition of wrist

movement offering another degree of freedom, re-routing of the tendons (for greater

strength), complete replacement of tendon string material (polythene string is used

to avoid breaking issues), replacement of 4 mm hose tail barb to 8mm for better
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speed of system, incorporation of force sensors on the thumb to offer better control,

complete re-design of electronic circuit to avoid short-circuit and poor connection

issues, replacing all metal parts to the newly designed 3D printed parts in a bid to

reduce weight from 3.2 kg to 2.3 kg. By making these changes, the new design met

the requirement of being a fully 3D printed ambidextrous robot hand offering 14

DOF with improved control. Being complex, non-linear and coupled system, the

ambidextrous robot hand could not be effectively controlled using classical controllers

such as PID. To enhance the effectiveness of the conventional controllers for the

nonlinear and uncertain systems, gains of the PID controller was conservatively tuned

and adapted to the process parameter variations. This addition offered better results

than using simple classic controllers. Therefore, for stable control of the ambidextrous

robot hand, number of conventional controllers were tested with Neural network

approach. The result comparison of these controllers confirmed combined use of PID

with NN was the best controller to drive the ambidextrous hand. Also, five fingers

were used for sensory feedback to better reflect the scenarios being experiment.

The ambidextrous robot arm was designed in SOLIDWORKS (step by step process

was discussed in section 3.2) and 3D printed at Brunel university London. Since the

design of the arm broke the dexterous arm constraints, it became quite challenging to

control the arm. First, the problem of forward kinematics and inverse kinematics was

introduced. Then, an ANFIS controller was trained to control a simple dexterous arm

effectively. After satisfactory results were obtained, the difficulty level was increased

to control the ambidextrous arm. It was apparent that ambidextrous trajectories

could not be performed using a simple ANFIS based controller. In the end, it was

decided to combine two simple ANFIS controllers to form a controller design for both

right and left arm movements. A conventional ANFIS network failed to work alone

in a space where the ambidextrous movement was required. Multiple ANFIS were

then used and merged with each other for better accuracy. A Simulink/MATLAB

based model specifically for an ambidextrous robot arm was designed, modelled
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and tested to confirm the efficency of work (see section 4.2.4). From the trajectory

simulation analysis, it was confirmed that the combined use of modified MANFIS

controller was the most appropriate controller for controlling ambidextrous systems

in general. The efficiency of the ambidextrous arm was tested further by comparing

its performance with a conventional robot arm. The results shown in section 4.2.5

proved the efficiency of the ambidextrous arm when compared with conventional

arm in term of power consumption and the stability.

5.1 Recommendations for Further Study

As with every project, there is always a room for improvement and the ambidextrous

robot arm was no exception. A few things were identified for further researchers to

look into. The ambidextrous robot arm was interlinked to the re-designed version of

the ambidextrous robot hand. It is noted that the length of PAMs is far more than

what is needed in reality. For instance, through experiments, it was established that

while performing the tasks the PAMs never contracted more than 3.5 bar, but it

offered up to 8 bar. Having said that such PAMs were designed to be lengthier and

extra weight gets added to mechanical structure. Since 3.5 bar was the maximum

required for the majority of the tasks, shorter and more lightweight PAMs should be

added to the structure for better speed. Reduction in weight not only increases the

efficiency of the ambidextrous robot arm but also makes robot arm design lighter and

easy to control. Hence, this will allow the designer to expand the range of movement

of the current ambidextrous robot arm.

From the control side, conventional controllers were tested, and their performances

were compared to find the most appropriate one. The modified MANFIS controller

was the best option to control ambidextrous trajectories. The training time increases

when the ANFIS architecture has more than five MFs per each input. Future research

should focus on using ANFIS with multiple outputs.
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Furthermore, a balanced approach needs to be identified in future research that

could help the arm to use the shortest possible route to reach the desired point while

energy consumption is kept to a minimum.

Future of robotic arms looks promising. Robotic arms will have a profound effect on

the workplace of the future. “Robots will take our jobs!” is perhaps the most common

fear surrounding robotics development. Yes, technology is changing fast and it does

have economic ramifications. AI driven robotic arms, for instance, are highly likely

to replace key chain workers in manufacturing in the future. The industrial robotic

arm has several advantages for the manufacturer. Once a robotic arm is integrated

into a production line, the production speed increases as the robot reduces the cycle

time between each work piece. Robot industrial arms also decrease work-related

injuries and accidents. With these robots in place, along with their necessary safety

packages, workers are kept clear of hazardous environments, toxic fumes and tedious,

sometimes injury-inducing work. In my view, robotic arms will most likely replace

tasks, not jobs. In-fact, it will also create new market and jobs. We might need

additional education and re-training for those jobs, but the opportunities will be

there.
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Transformation Matrix of the Robot

r11 = [(Cθ1Cθ2Cθ3 − Sθ1Sθ3)Cθ4 − (Cθ1Sθ2Sθ4)]Cθ5

+(−Cθ1Cθ2Sθ3 − Sθ1Cθ3)Sθ5

(A.1)

r12 = [(Cθ1Cθ2Cθ3 − Sθ1Sθ3)Cθ4 − (Cθ1Sθ2Sθ4)](−Sθ5)

+(−Cθ1Cθ2Sθ3 − Sθ1Cθ3)Cθ5

(A.2)

r13 = −(Cθ1Cθ2Cθ3 − SΘ1Sθ3)Sθ4 − (Cθ1Sθ2Cθ4) (A.3)

r21 = [(Sθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Cθ1Sθ3)Cθ4 − (Sθ1Sθ2Sθ4)]Cθ5

+(−Sθ1Cθ2Sθ3 − Cθ1Cθ3)Sθ5

(A.4)
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Appendix A. Transformation Matrix of the Robot

r22 = [(Sθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Cθ1Sθ3)Cθ4 − (Sθ1Sθ2Sθ4)](−Sθ5)

+(−Sθ1Sθ2Sθ3 − Cθ1Cθ3)Cθ5

(A.5)

r23 = −(Sθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Cθ1Sθ3)Sθ4 − (Sθ1Sθ2Cθ4) (A.6)

r31 = (Sθ2Cθ3Cθ4 + Sθ4Cθ2)Cθ5 − (Sθ2Sθ3Sθ5) (A.7)

r32 = (Sθ2Cθ3Cθ4 + Sθ4Cθ2)(−Sθ5)− (Sθ2Sθ3Sθ5) (A.8)

r33 = −Sθ2Cθ3Cθ4 + Cθ2Cθ4 (A.9)

dx = [−(Cθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Sθ1Sθ3)Sθ4 − (Cθ1Sθ2Cθ4)](l4 + l5)

−(l2 + l3)− (Cθ1Sθ2)
(A.10)

dy = [−(Sθ1Cθ2Cθ3 + Cθ1Sθ3)Sθ4 + (Sθ1Sθ2)− (Cθ4)](l4 + l5)

−(l2 + l3)− (Sθ1Sθ2)
(A.11)

dz = −(Sθ2Cθ3Sθ4 + Cθ2Cθ4)(l4 + l5)

+(l2 + l3)(Cθ2) + l1

(A.12)
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Simulink Environment

Figure B.1: Simulink block diagram for joint four of the ambidextrous arm.
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Appendix B. Simulink Environment
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Appendix B. Simulink Environment
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The Robot Specification

Figure C.1: The coordinate system in each joint for the conventional robot arm.
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Appendix C. The Robot Specification

Table C.1: The conventional robot specifications.

Idx Body Name Joint Name Joint Type Parent Name Children Name

1 link1 World fixed fixed world link1

2 link2 joint1 revolute link1 link2

3 link3 joint2 revolute link2 link3

4 link4 joint3 revolute link3 link4

5 link5 joint4 revolute link4 link5

6 link6 joint5 revolute link5 link6

Table C.2: DH parameter of the conventional robot arm.

Link ai(cm) di(m) αi(deg) θi(deg)
1 2.5 0 0 θ1
2 5.0 0 0 θ2
3 12.5 0 0 θ3
4 12.5 0 90 θ4
5 15.0 0 0 θ5
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Finite Element Analysis

FEA of Elbow Design: As a result of the finite element analysis for an applied

force of 40 N at the moved point, a value of maximum stress of 5.592 MPa was

obtained which offers an acceptable safety coefficient of 1.43. The downside is the

hole deformation that needs to be reduced on future designs. This can be done by

moving the hole upwards, leaving more space for material below it, what should help

to alleviate the tension at the critical red region of Figure D.1.
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Appendix D. Finite Element Analysis

Figure D.1: FEA for the new elbow flexion joint design.

FEA of Shoulder Design: The redesign and addition of material at the critical middle

hole that supports the weight of the structure resulted in an acceptable maximum

active tension of 2.016 MPa, almost four times less than the material yield value

(Figure D.2). This proves the abovementioned materials ability to deliver an excellent

tensile mechanical resistance with relatively low weight and also the efficiency of

FEA based design.
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Appendix D. Finite Element Analysis

Figure D.2: Shoulder joint, new hole part design.

Despite the big red area of the stress diagram on Figure D.3, the maximum active

tension of 1.581 MPa on the new shaft part design is also way below the 8 MPa

yield strength for the P430-ABSplus material, providing reliability in terms of plastic

deformation and fatigue. As in the other cases, attention should be paid to the

deformation and future work done on minimising it, both using FEA analysis based

design and looking for new 3D printing alternatives that use better materials.
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Appendix D. Finite Element Analysis

Figure D.3: Shoulder joint, the new shaft part design.
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Comparison of Existing Ambidextrous Hand

and Modified Version

Comparison of existing ambidextrous hand and modified version is shown in Table

E.1. For detail steps of hand modification process please refer to 3.1.
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Appendix E. Comparison of Existing Ambidextrous Hand and Modified Version

Table E.1: Comparison of existing ambidextrous hand and modified version.

- Existing hand Modified hand

Year 2015 2018

Mass 3.2 kg 2.3 kg

3D printed solution No, forearm and base

was made of metal

making system bulky

and difficult to inter-

link with arm.

Yes, completely 3D printed

(lightweight solution)

Use of adapters for ef-

ficient distribution of

air flow.

No Yes, (Ambidextrous move-

ments of wrist able to move

0◦ - 180◦).

Wrist movements No Yes, (Ambidextrous move-

ments at both elbow and

shoulder joints).

Arm movements No Yes, (Ambidextrous move-

ments at both elbow and

shoulder joints).
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Appendix E. Comparison of Existing Ambidextrous Hand and Modified Version

- Existing hand Modified hand

Controllers imple-

mented

PPSC (Phasing Plane

Switch Control), Bang-

bang, SMC (Sliding

Mode Control),

Proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) and

Backstepping (All con-

trollers implemented

on 4 fingers).

Combined use of PID with

Neural Networks, Backstep-

ping and Bang-bang (All

controllers implemented on

5 fingers).

Thumb control No Yes, (force sensors incorpo-

rated and data is driven to

better reflect the efficiency

of controllers tested).

Hose tail connector

(between pneumatic

circuit and air com-

pressor)

4 mm 8 mm

(offers better speed than ex-

isting systems).

Electronic and valves

interface

Poor design (risk of

short circuit, less effi-

cient air flow and risk

of wrong connections).

See Figure E.1

Re-designing of complete cir-

cuit by designing new elec-

tronic circuit on printed cir-

cuit board (PCB) and use

of valve adapter. See Figure

E.2
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Appendix E. Comparison of Existing Ambidextrous Hand and Modified Version

Figure E.1: Existing circuit

Figure E.2: New circuit
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